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Telephone number to reach Rockingham County Dispatch
Center toll free: 1-800-582-7177. This dispatch center is manned
on a 24-hour basis, 7 days a week. The service is available to
Auburn residents for ambulance, wreckers and all other forms of
emergency assistance.
Snow Disposal Ordinance
Any person found shoveling snow into a town road or plowing
snow across the road, so as to impede normal plowing operations,








Mary Hitchcock Hospital 1-800-562-8236
Antidote information is provided in cases of accidential poison-
ing or drug abuse.
Burning Regulations
TO REPORT A FIRE DIAL 483-2521
The State of New Hampshire requires that written permits be
obtained for all open fires at all times when the ground is not snow
covered
Permits may be obtained from the Forest Fire Warden, Mr. Mar-
tin Sullivan, for grass, brush, campfires, etc. Permits must be ob-
tained on the day burning is to be accomplished. Burn when there
IS no wind, on rainy days and damp days, in a safe place and in ac-
cordance with the term of the permit. Burn before 9:00 am and after
5:00 pm. Keep some buckets of water close by: if wind develops,
promptly extinguish the fire. All fires must be extinguished before
you depart the scene.
Parking During Snow Storm
A. From November 2 to April 1 of each year no person shall park
any motor vehicle on any public highway between the hours of
1 1 :00 PM and 8:00 AM or at any time in such manner as to impede
snow removal operations.
B. Any vehicle parked in violation of section A hereof may be
towed by the road agent, the chief of police or their agents or by in-
dependent contractors engaged by the road agent or the chief of
police; any vehicles so towed shall be stored and released to the
owner only upon payment of the cost of towing and storage by the
owner.
C Any person violating section A hereof shall be subject to a
penalty not to exceed twenty-five dollars for each offense.
Dog Ordinance
A. RESTRAINT: All dogs shall be restrained from running at
large within the limits of the town, except when they are on the
owner's or keeper's property or being used for hunting or training
purposes.
B. PENALTY: Any person or persons, firm or corporation
violating any provisions of this ordinance shall, upon conviction, be
fined not more than fifteen dollars ($15.00) for each offense.
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Community Information
Selectmen's Office
Monday night, unless otherwise posted. Office open dally, 8:00
a.m. to 4:00 pm, except holidays. For Information or appointment
with the Board, call 483-5052. Columbine S. Cleaves, Secretary;
Sandra L. Plouffe, Secretary, Nathan H. Pearce, Jr., Bookkeeper.
Town Clerk
Monday and Thursday: 10:00 am to 2:30 pm and 7:00 pm to 8:30
pm; Friday: 9:00 am to 12:00 noon. Nancy H. Gagnon, Town Clerk,
Mary F. Griffin and Nancy Butts, Deputy Town Clerks. Phone
number 483-2281.
Tax Collector
Monday and Thursday: 10:00 am to 2:30 pm and 7:00 pm to 8:30
pm; Friday: 9:00 am to 12:00 noon. Eva L. Lunnle, Tax Collector.
Deborah Anderson, Deputy Tax Collector. Phone 483-2281
.
Auburn District Court
Every Wednesday: 9:00 am; Civil Cases — First Tuesday at 9:00
am. Second Thursday at the Northwood Town Hall at 9:00 am.
John Korbey, Judge; Bruce B. Larson, Special Justice and Mary F.
Griffin, Court Clerk. Clerk: Elaine Fuller, Carol Goldstein and
JoAnn Lemay. Phone number 483-2314.
Auburn Volunteer Fire Department
First Monday of the month at Central Station at 8:00 pm. Martin
Sullivan, Chief. Emergency number— 483-2521 . Non-emergency
number — 483-8141.
Auburn Volunteer Rescue Squad
First Wednesday after fire meeting each month at Central Station
at 7:00 pm. Paul Therrlen, EMS Coordinator. Emergency number
— 483-2521 . Non-emergency number — 483-8141
.
Auburn Volunteer Fire Department Women's Auxilliary
First and third Wednesday of the month at the Fire House — 7:30
pm. Lisa Brien, President.
Auburn Village School
Raymond Bourque, Principal and Bonnie Martin, Secretary. For in-
formation call — 483-2769.
Auburn School Board




Meet on demand, at the Town Hall. Ernest Cullen, Chairman and
Eva Lunnie, Secretary.
Auburn Planning Board
Every Wednesday — 7:00 pm at the Town Hall. Formal meeting —
Second Wednesday of the month at 7:00 pm. Office hours
Friday — 9:00 am-11:30 am; Russell C. Sullivan, Chairman and
Robyn-Le Kohut, Secretary.
Auburn Budget Committee
On demand at the Town Hall. James Headd, Chairman; Gerald
Lacourse, Vice Chairman.
Building Inspector/Zoning Officer — Office Hours
Tuesday and Thursday — 8:00 am to 12:00 noon; Friday — 8:00
am to 10:00 am at the Town Hall. Field Inspections— Tuesday and
Thursday 12:30 pm to 4:30 pm and Friday 10:00 am to 12:00 noon.
Donald Graves — Phone Number 483-5052.
Recreation Committee
First Wednesday of the month at the Town Hall — Amy Sullivan,
Chairman.
Waste Management Committee
Second and Fourth Tuesday of the month at the Town Hall — 6:30
pm. Deborah Anderson, Chairman.
Old Home Days Committee
On demand at the Town Hall — Pat Reynolds, Chairman.
Griffin Free Public Library
Tuesday and Thursday nights — 6:30 pm to 8:00 pm; Friday —
2:00 to 5:00 pm. Telephone number— 483-5374. Summer only—
Saturday 10:00 am to 1 :00 pm.
Police Commission
First and Third Tuesday of the month at the Police Department —
7:00 pm. David Rogers, Chairman.
Police Department
Clerks: Donna Boyd-Robertson, Norma Picard, Paula Page,
Cynthia Poulln and Marie LIbby.
Historical Society
Meetings posted and held at the Town Hall. Harry Flanders, Presi-
dent and Pauline HIgglns, Secretary. 2nd Friday — March, May,
September and November.
Senior Citizens
Every Thursday at the Town Hall at 1 :00 pm. Visiting Nurse— First
Thursday of the month. Theo Therrlen, President; Betty Hales,
Vice-President and Charlotte Reynolds, Secretary.
Auburn School P.T.A.
Third Monday of the month at the School Library — 7:30 pm.
Cub Scouts
Pac Meeting — th Ird Friday of the month at the School Gym — 7:00
pm. Joseph Hollen, Cubmaster.
Boy Scouts
Every Friday at the Longmeadow Congregational Church at 7:00
pm. Carl Mayland, Leader.
4-H Groups
Meet Weekly in Homes
Girl Scouts
Joan Krohn, Girl Scout Leader. Meet Weekly.
Lions
Second and fourth Tuesday of the month at the Fire House at 7:00
pm. David Rogers, President.
Lioness
First Wednesday of the month at the School — 7:30 pm. Mary
Royer, President.
Conservation Commission
Meet 3rd Wednesday of the month. Tom Abbott, Chairperson.
Post Office
Monday-Friday: Window — 7:30 am to 1 1 :30 am and 1 :00 pm to
5:00 pm. Lobby — 6:30 am to 5:00 pm. Saturday: Window — 8:00
am to 12:00 noon. Lobby — 6:30 am to 12:30 pm. Ann Dollard,
Postmistress. Phone number: 483-2007.
Longmeadow United Church of Christ
Sunday services and Sunday School — 9:30 am.
St. Peter's Catholic Church
Saturday and Sunday Masses.
Voter Registration Information
Any person wishing to register to vote or made additions or correc-
tion to the checklist, should call one of the Supervisors listed below
or fill out an application for voter registration at the Town Clerk's Of-
fice during office hours. Supervisors of the checklist: Patricia
Allard, Susan Jenkins and Margo Cox.
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Frank Edelmann — 1 990
David S. Griffin — 1990
WalterJamroz— 1990
Irving Lunnie — 1990
DonnaJeanneQuinn— 1990









C. Donald Stritch — 1990
TOWN CLERK
Nancy H. Gagnon — 1990
DEPUTY TOWN CLERKS
Mary F. Griffin Nancy Butts
SELECTMEN










Joseph P. Stacy— 1991
LIBRARY TRUSTEES
Roberta Frisella — 1991
CEMETERY TRUSTEES
AUBURN VILLAGE CEMETERY
Ernest Allard — 1991
LONGMEADOW CEMETERY
Orrin Chase — 1991
TRUST FUND TRUSTEES
Dorothy Carpenter — 1991
SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST
Patricia Allard — 1992
AUDITORS
Howard Burgess — 1990 Peter Swenson — 1991
POLICE COMMISSION
Aldis Christie, Jr. — 1991
POLICE DEPARTMENT
Louis Gamache— 1 992
REPRESENTATIVES TO GENERAL COURT
Harry Flanders








Edward M.Quinn, Jr. — 1992
DavidS. Gnffin— 1992












Russell C. Sullivan, Chairman — 1 990
Peter Martin— 1991
Charles Worster— 1992
William Davis— Alternate (resigned)
Ernest Cullen, Chairman — 1 990
JohnKarpinski— 1992








Frank Edelmann — Selectmen's Representative
ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Orrin Chase— 1991
Ray Beauchesne — 1992
Bruce Phillips
Christine McLaughlin — 1990
Robert Sanborn — 1991
DonnaQuinn — 1992
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Louis Gamache, Selectmen's Representative
Amy Sullivan, Chairman — 1991









Doug Tibbetts — 1991
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Peter Miles (resigned)
Brenda Sanborn Albert Garlo
BUDGET COMMITTEE
Gerald LaCourse — 1990












P.O. BOX 309 AUBURN, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03032 TEL. 483-5052
Dear Fellow Residents,
What do you think of the cover of this report? The design concept was provided by your first-year Selectman, Louis Gannache.
The talented art work was provided by your Acting Police Chief, Ed Picard^ Our sincere thanks to both of these gentlemen.
Interpreting the cover leaves a lot to the imagination. At first we think of the pride that we have in our town — the place that we
feel stands out above all other places. After all, it is the place that we have chosen to live, raise our families, establish friendships, and
enjoy the superb quality of life But what makes our town such a special place?
During 1989 your chairman had the opportunity to travel this country extensively. He will attest that from the normal cruising
altitude of 37,000 feet there are no distinguishable boundaries other than the great natural boundaries. Our town is indeed part of a
greater landscape. The impression of a particular community that most remains with you is the impression of its people. Auburn is no
different — it is its people that make it the special place in which we take pride.
If by some heaving of the granite bedrock, our 28 square miles were suddenly catapulted into space, breaking our thether to this
planet, what hope would we have for survival? What issues would become important? Would our town be missed or like the misplaced
piece of the jigsaw puzzle would we leave no great void?
Our hope would continue to rest with our people, particularly our hundreds of volunteers who expend countless hours on behalf of
the town in many different capacities. And could we not also find hope that if we were sent screaming back through the cold night sky
and landed half a world away in a place like Lockerbie, Scotland, the sam.e volunteer effort that we depend upon so much in Auburn
would rise to the occasion without differentiating between our needs and their needs? Quickly, we would realize that we are part of a
world of people — a world of different people all trying to do their very best.
What makes Auburn a special place? It is a community of different people all trying to do their very best to leave Auburn a little
better than they found it. To our volunteers, we salute you. It has been a pleasure working with you during 1989. The accomplishments
which we have made could not have been attained without your efforts.




State of New Hampshire Rockingham, S.S.
To the inhabitants of the Town of Auburn, in the County of Rockingham in said State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the gymnasium in the Auburn Village School in said Auburn on Tuesday, March the thirteenth of next,
at seven of the clock in the forenoon, to act upon the following subjects:
(b) The proposed project shall be subject to approval by the
Auburn Planning Board under the Subdivision Regula-
tions and Site Plan Review Regulations of the Town of
Auburn, New Hampshire.
To bring your ballots for:
FIRST: Selectman for three years
Moderator for two years
Town Clerk for three years
Tax Collector for three years
Treasurer for one year
Supervisor of Checklist for six years
Trust Fund Trustee for three years
Auditor for two years
Police Commission for three years
Cemetery Trustee for three years
(Auburn Village)
Cemetery Trustee for three years
(Longmeadow)
Library Trustee for three years
SECOND: Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 72:28 (V) and
(VI) for an optional Veteran' exemption and an expanded qualifying
war service for Veterans seeking the exemption? The optional
Veterans' exemption is $100.00 rather than $50.00.
THIRD: Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 72:35 (IV) for an
optional property tax exemption on residential property for a ser-
vice connected total disability? The optional disability exemption is
$1 ,400.00 rather than $700.00.
FOURTH: Are you in favor of the adoption of Warrant Article
No. 4, as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning
Ordinance as follows:
a. Amend Article 2.02 Words and Terms , (17) Clustered Resi-
dential Development by deleting the term "Residential" from
"Clustered Residential Development: to state Clustered
Development and adding language which includes commer-
cial and industrial buildings within the definition of a clustered
development, so that the definition reads as follows:
17. Clustered Development: Two or more buildings whether
single family detached or multi-unit or commercial/in-
dustrial, "clustered" or "grouped" on a lot or group of
contiguous lots closer than would otherwise be permit-
ted by the minimum lot size, frontage and yard re-
quirements of the Ordinance.
b. Amend Article 3. 1 1 Clustered Developme nt, (2) General Re-
quirements , subpart (a), by adding new language requiring
that any clustered commercial or industrial development
must be on a conforming lot, so that Article 3.1 1 (2) (a) reads
as follows:
(a) The tract of land in a single or consolidated ownership at
the time of application shall be at least 20 acres in size for
a residential development and a conforming lot for com-
mercial/industrial development.
c. Amend Article 3.1 1 Clustered Development , (2) General Re-
quirements , subpart (b), by adding the requirement that a
proposed clustered development is subject to the Site Plan
Review Regulations, so that Article 3.11 (2) (b) reads as
follows:
d. Amend Article 3.1 1 Clustered Development (2) Gene ral Re-
quirements, subpart (c) by deleting the term "residential"
from the term "clustered residential development" to state
"clustered development", so that Article 3.1 1 (2) (c) reads as
follows:
(c) Minimum frontage of the clustered development shall be
one hundred (100') feet on a class V or better town road,
which may consist of two (2) separate fifty (50') foot
private right-of-ways into an existing public street(s).
e. Amend Article 3.1 1 Clustered Development (3) Specific De-
sign Requireme nts by deleting subparts (a) through (j), inclu-
sive and any reference thereto.
f. Amend Article 3.1 1 Clustered Development (7) Project Re-
view by deleting it in its entirety to avoid language inconsis-
tent with the requirement of Article 3.1 1 (3) that a Clustered
Development is subject to the Site Plan Review Regulations.
FIFTH: Are you in favor of adoption of Warrant Article No. 5, as
proposed by the Planning Board, for the Town Zoning Ordinance
as follows:
Amend Article 7.00 Bui lding Code and Building Permits , to add
Article 7.10 Smoke and Fire Detectors , requiring that all new
construction for single family and two (2) family homes shall be
equipped with 110 volt hard wire smoke detectors, with a
minimum of one per floor, including the attic. All smoke detector
circuits will be tied into a common light circuit, unless future
plans include provisions for a central alarm system, so that Arti-
cle 7.10 reads as follows:
Article 7.10 Smoke and Fire Detectors:
All new construction for single family and two (2) family homes
shall be equipped with 110 volt hard wire smoke detectors,
with a minimum of one per floor, including the attic. All smoke
detector circuits will be tied into a common light circuit, unless
future plans include provisions for a central alarm system.
SIXTH: Are you in favor of adoption of Warrant Article No. 6. as
proposed by the Planning Board, for the Town Zoning Ordinance
as follows:
Amend Article 3.12 Manufactured Housing , to also permit manu-
factured housing in the "R", Rural District and the "R-1" ,
Residential-One District, so that the first sentence of Article 3. 12
reads as follows:
3.12 Manufactured Housing
Manufactured Housing shall be permitted in the R-2 (Residen-
tial-Two) district, the R-1 (Residential-One) district and in the R
(Rural) district.
SEVENTH: Are you in favor of the adoption of Warrant Article
No. 7, as proposed by the Planning Board, for the Town Zoning
Ordinance as follows:
a. Amend Article 2.02 Words and Terms, (27) Floodway by
adding the requirement thiat with respect to special flood
hazard areas, the term Floodway shall be defined by amend-
ed Article 3.15 Floodplain Development Regulations , so that
Article 2.02 (27) reads as follows:
27. Floodway : The area subject to regular flooding, the
limits of which are determined by the normal annual high
water mark of any lake, pond, river or other major water-
way. With respect to special flood hazard areas, the term
Floodway" shall be defined by Article 3.15 Floodplain
Development Reg ulations.
b. Amend Article 3.6 Activity in Floodway , by deleting the
existing language and substituting the requirement that there
shall be no development within a floodway in any district, as
the terms development and floodway are defined in amended
Article 3.15 Floodplain Development Regulations , so that
Article 3.06 reads as follows:
3.06 Activity in Floodway:
In any district, there shall be no development, as it is
defined in Article 3. 1 5 Floodplain Development Regula-
tions , within the floodway.
c . Amend Article 3.12 Manufactured Housing , by adding the
additional requirement that Manufactured Housing comply
with the amended Article 3.15 Floodplain Development
Regulations , so that the last sentence of Article 3.12 reads
as follows:
All Manufactured Housing shall comply with and be sited
in accordance with ANSI A 225.1, NFPA 501 A. BOCA
Building Code, Housing and Urban Development Part
3280, National Electric Code, Article 3.15 Floodplain
Development Regulations , and the National Plumbing
Code. In the event of a conflict in the above codes the
more stringent shall apply.
d. Amend Article 3 15 Special Flood Hazard Areas , by deleting
the Article heading and changing the heading to Floodplain
Development Regulations , by deleting the entirety of the
existing language under Article 3.15 and by replacing it with
language regulating development of all lands designated as
special flood hazard areas by the Federal Emergency
Management Agency in its Flood Insurance Rate Map dated
April 2, 1 986. (The full text of these changes are on file at the
Town Clerk's office and shall be posted at the polls on Elec-
tion Day.)
e. Amend Article 4.04 District Regulations — General , by
adding the requirement that any and all uses allowed under
the zoning ordinance must comply with amended Article 3.15
Floodplain Development Regulations , so that Article 4.04
reads, in relevant part, as follows:
2 . Any and all uses allowed herein shall also be subject to all
other applicable ordinances and regulations of the Town
of Auburn, including but not limited to Article 3.15
Floodplain Development Regulations , and to the statutes
or regulations of the State of New Hampshire.
f. Amend Article 6.12 Variances , by adding the requirement
that the granting of a variance within a special flood hazard
area meet the additional standards recited in subpart (9)
Variances and Appeals of Article 3.15 Floodplain Develop-
ment Regulations , so that Article 6.12 reads, in relevant
part, as follows:
6.12 Variances:
Any variance shall be only for the minimum relief required to
alleviate the hardship justifying the variance and shall expire
if construction is not commenced within one year of the
authorization. In authorizing a variance, the Board may at-
tach such conditions and safeguards as it deems necessary
or appropriate to protect the abutters, the neighborhood
and/or the Town as a whole. Additional provisions relative to
the granting of a variance within a special flood hazard area
are contained in Article 3.15 Floodplain Development
Reg ulations,
g. Amend Article 7.01 General , by adding the requirement that
any building or structure erected in any zoning district must
comply with Article 3.15 Floodplain Development Regula-
tions , so that the first sentence of Article 7.01 reads, in rele-
vant part, as follows;
7.01 General
No building or structure shall be erected in any zoning
district, unless in compliance with Article 3.1 5 Floodplain De-
velopment Regulations and each of the following:
h. Amend the Appendices to the Ordinance by adding Appendix
C, containing the Flood Insurance Rate Maps, dated April 2,
1986.
(The purpose of Warrant Article No. 7 is to bring the Town of
Auburn Zoning Ordinance into compliance with National Flood In-
surance Program requirements)
EIGHTH: Are you in favor of the adoption of the following peti-
tioned Amendment to the Zoning Ordance:
To see if the Town will vote to amend the Zoning Ordinance of
the Town of Auburn by changing the lot requirements in Sec-
tion 4.05 "R", Rural District , of the Zoning Ordinance and
Zoning Map to a minimum lot size of 2 acres and a minimum
frontage of 200 feet to conform to the lot requirements of Arti-
cle 4.06, "R-1'\ Residential-1 District , and "R-2",
Residential-2 District , of the Zoning Ordinance.
(By Petition) (Not Recommended by the Planning Board)
Polls will be open at 7:00 am and close at 7:00 pm.
You are also notified to meet on Saturday March the seven-
teenth next, at 1:00 pm, at the Auburn Village School to consider
the following articles:
NINTH: To see if the Town will vote to accept such trust Funds
as may come during the year and Trust Funds as have not been
previously accepted.
TENTH: To see if the Town will vote to use the income of the H.
B. Burnham Fund for the schools or library.
ELEVENTH: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to accept gifts, for the use of the Town as may now or
hereafter be forthcoming.
TWELFTH: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Select-
men to borrow money in anticipation of taxes.
THIRTEENTH: To see if the Town will vote to authonze the
Selectmen to dispose of any or all property acquired by tax deed,
by public auction or sealed bid, with right to reject all bids.
FOURTEENTH: To see if the Town will authorize the Select-
men to make application for and to receive and spend such ad-
vances, grants-in-aid, or other funds for Town purposes as may
now, or hereafter be forthcoming from Federal, State, local or
private agencies.
FIFTEENTH: To see if the Town will appropriate the sum of
Sixteen Thousand Five Hundred Seventy-Five ($16,575) for the
Auburn Police Department to purchase a cruiser. (Recommended
by the Budget Committee) (Amount included in the Budget)
SIXTEENTH: To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap-
proprlate the sum of Eleven Thousand Dollars ($11,000) for the
purchase of a stand-by power unit, for the Fire Department.
(Amount included in the Budget) (Recommended by the Budget
Committee)
SEVENTEENTH: To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap-
propriate the sum of Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000) for the pur-
chase of a used forestry tank truck. (Amount included m the
Budget) (Recommended by the Budget Committee)
EIGHTEENTH: To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the
sum of Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000) to purchase two con-
tainers, for storage, and trucking of recyclables. (Amount included
In the Budget) (Recommended by the Budget Committee)
NINETEENTH: To see if the Town will vote to establish a Solid
Waste Commission. The Commission shall consist of five persons
appointed to a 3-year term by the Board of Selectmen with one of
the members being a representative of the Board of Selectmen.
The first four appointed members of the Commission shall be ap-
pointed such that two members serve a term of 3 years, one
member serves a term of 2 years, and one member serves a term of
1 year. The purpose of the Commission shall be to advise the
Board of Selectmen on matters pertaining to Solid Waste Manage-
ment, including the operation of the solid waste and recycling facil-
ity, and the regulation of solid waste disposal and recycling in the
Town of Auburn.
TWENTIETH: To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the
sum of Fourteen Thousand Dollars ($1 4,000) to be used for the pur-
chase and installation of a baler with baling supplies, and to use
these funds, or part thereof, for any matching grants that may
come available. (Recommended by the Budget Committee)
(Amount included in the Budget)
TWENTY-FIRST: To see if the Town will vote to appropriate
the sum of Twenty Five Thousand Dollars ($25,000) for the pur-
chase of a small front end loader to replace the existing uniloader.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee) (Amount included in
the Budget)
TWENTY-SECOND: To see if the Town will vote to adopt a
plan for extending to employees of the town the benefits of Title II of
the Federal Social Security Act (Old Age, Survivors, Disability and
Health Insurance) as authorized by Chapter 101 of the Revised
Statutes Annotated amended by Chapter 302 and 322 of the Laws
of 1 955 and to raise and appropriate the sum of Twelve Thousand
Two Hundred and Seventy Five Dollars ($12,275) to defray the
town's share of the cost thereof.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee) (Amount included in
the Budget)
If a plan for Social Security coverage is adopted, to see if the
Town will authorize the Selectmen to execute on behalf of the town
the necessary agreement with the State of New Hampshire to carry
into effect the plan and to see if the town will designate the Board of
Selectmen as the officer to be responsible for the administration of
the plan.
TWENTY-THIRD: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
collection of an additional motor vehicle registration fee and the
creation of a Town Reclamation Trust Fund in accord with
RSA:149 - M:13-a. The additional fees levied will be as follows:
(a) The fee for heavy vehicles, including mobile homes and
house trailers, heavy trucks and truck-tractors whose
gross weight exceeds 18,000 pounds, and buses shall be
$5.00.
(b) The fee for automobiles, light vehicles including trucks,
and commercial motorized vehicles including tractor
trailers, shall be $3.00.
(c) The fee for special use vehicles including all-terrain
vehicles, agricultural and farm vehicles, and historic
vehicles and for 2-wheeled vehicles including mopeds,
motorcycles, and non-motorized car and boat trailers,
shall be $2.00.
(Of the above-stated fees, $.50 shall be retained by the Town Clerk
for administrative costs and the remaining amount shall be
deposited into the Reclamation Trust Fund for the purpose of pay-
ing collection and disposal fees for the Town's motor vehicle
wastes.)
TWENTY-FOURTH: To see if the Town will vote to appropriate
the sum of Fifty Thousand Dollars ($50,000) to build a salt barn.
(Recommended by the Budge Committee) (Amount included in the
Budget)
TWENTY-FIFTH: To see if the Town will vote to appropriate
the sum of Fifty Thousand Dollars ($50,000) to purchase, install,
and contract service for a computer system for the Town Govern-
ment and Its departments.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee) (Amount included in
the Budget)
TWENTY-SIXTH: We, the undersigned, request the Town of
Auburn to appropriate monies to pave approximately 1 ,500 feet of
Lovers Lane, that portion which is Class V. south of Bunker Hill
Road Money requested for paving is Nineteen Thousand Dollars
($19,000). (By Petition) (Money not included in the Budget)
Dennis C, Thorell Jill Cleary
Deirdre Cleary Judy Sanford
Laurel Cooper Veneta Cleary
Gene Cleary Leo Lemire
Paul Sanford Larry Grenier
Mike Vallee Steve Swan
Mike Corey George Thorell
Harry J. Thorell Ralph M. Seavey
Karen Seavey Mike Brien
Paul ? (illegible)* Bruce Phillips
Robert Grenier Marty Sullivan
Patrice Kilham R. E. Kilham Jr.
Ronald C. Panzieri
TWENTY-SEVENTH: To see if the Town will vote to designate
and proclaim April 22, 1990, as Earth Day 1990, and set aside that
day for public activities promoting preservation of the global en-
vironment and launching the "Decade of the Environment." (By
petition)
Jill Harper Greeley Alfred Greeley
Kathy Canedy Karen Vinson
Jacqueline Wood AnneVerryt*
Michael Daren* Eileen McDonald
Susan DeHart David Canedy
Barbara Sorrentino John Ebert'
*Not registered voters
TWENTY-EIGHTH: To hear the report of the Budget Commit-
tee and to see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate to defray Town charges and legal obligations for the
ensuing year.
TWENTY-NINTH: To transact any other business that may
legally come before the meeting.
Given under our hands and seals this nineteenth day of February
AD. 1990.
THE SELECTMEN OF THE TOWN OF AUBURN




Budget of the Town of Auburn
Miscellaneous
Municipal Water Department Hydrants
Insurance
Unemployment Compensation
Total Special Articles (line 166, p. 5)
SUPPLEMENTAL SCHEDULE
Special Warrant Articles
Article #17 — Tank Truck/Fire Dept.
Article #16 — Power Unit/Fire Dept.
Article #18 — Containers/Waste Mgmt.
Article #21 — Loader/Waste Mgmt.
Article #20 — Baler/Waste Mgmt.
Article #25 — Computer
Article #24 — Salt Barn
Article #15 — Police Cruiser
Article #22 — Social Security
Total Special Articles
10% Limitation per RSA 32:8
Total Amt. recommended by Bud. Comm.
10% of Amt. Recommended less
Eclusions
Add. Amt. Recommended by Bud. Comm.






The Annual Town Meeting for the Town of Auburn, N.H. was
called to order by the Moderator, C. Donald Strltch, at 7:00 A.M. on
March 14, 1989.
After reading the Warrant, the Moderator displayed the empty
ballot box and voting proceeded until 7:00 P.M., with the absentee
ballots being cast at 1 :G0 P.M.
The business meeting of the Town was adjourned to Saturday,
March 18, 1989 at 1:00 P.M. to take up Articles Twelve through
Twenty-Six.
Articles One through Eleven were decided on the written ballot
on March 14th, with the following results. A total of 800 voted.
Number of registered voters: 2,334.
ARTICLE ONE: To bring your ballots for:
Selectman for Three Years:
LouisA. Gamache
Charles D.Kellett




Treasurer for One Year:
GailLegere
Auditor for Two Years:
PeterJ.Swenson
Trust Fund Trustee — Tfiree Years
Patricia A. Allard
Library Trustee — Three Years:
Edward M.Quinn, Jr.
Cemetery Trustee — Three Years:
(Auburn Village Cemetery)
David S. Griffin
Cemetery Trustee — Three Years:
(Longmeadow Cemetery)
Ethan V.Howard III
















ARTICLE 2: Are you in favor of the adoption of Warrant Article
No. 2, as proposed by the Planning Board, for the Town Zoning
Ordinance as follows:
Amend the Zoning Map to rezone the parcel of land, begin-
ning at the Easterly edge of Chester Road at the Southerly
edge of Lot #4, Tax Map #23 and continuing 1 ,000 feet along
the Southerly line of Lot #4, Tax Map #23 and Lot #5, Tax
Map #23, then running Southerly and Easterly following
1,000 feet from Chester Road then Bunker Hill Road, to a
point which is 1 ,000 feet from an extension of a point on the
Northerly side of Bunker Hill Road and an extension of the
Easterly side of Lot #1 1 , Tax Map 7 then Southerly to Bunker
Hill Road from its existing designation as an R-2 District to a
C-2 District.
'The area described above extends the existing C-2 Zone
(commercial) along the East side of Chester Road and the
North side of Bunker Hill Road to a point, approximately
1,400 feet from the intersection of Bunker Hill Road and
Chester Road.
YES 495 D NO 272
ARTICLE 3: Are you in favor of adoption of Warrant Article No. 3
as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance
as follows:
A) Amend Article 2.02, Words and Terms, (87) Use, Ac-
cessory, by adding the additional requirement that an ac-
cessory use be customarily incidental to the principal use.
B) Amend Article 2.02 Words and Terms by adding the
definition of Stream, defining it as a body of water in-
cluding ponds, brooks and wetlands.
D YES 490 D N0216
ARTICLE 4: Are you in favor of adoption of Warrant Article No. 4
as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance
as follows:
A) Amend Article 3.14, Watershed, Protection Regulations
(4) Prohibited by adding, no bodies of water, streams, or




Delete, shown as "perennial streams" or "intermittent
streams" on the U.S. Geological Survey Maps ap-
plicable to the town of Auburn, New Hampshire.
(2) Add, provided that the applicant submits the con-
clusive evidence showing the activities will provide
protection of the uses intended for the watershed pro-
tection area.
This conclusive evidence must consist of an evaluation
prepared by a person or firm experienced in evaluating
watershed protection areas. The following functions of
the Watershed Protection Area which provide public
benefits must be evaluated: Biological, hydrologic,
groundwater, flood, storage, erosion protection, water
quality, economic values (primarily timber or hay),
recreational values, aesthetic values, educational
values, and aquifer control.
B) Amend Article 3.04, Sanitary Protection to require that all
septic systems must be at least one hundred twenty five
(125') feet from a private well, surface water and any
wetland except when a lesser set back will provide protec-
tion of these areas and their uses; provided that conclusive
evidence of that protection has been submitted to, and ap-
proved by, the Planning Board.
U YES 479 D NO 252
ARTICLE 5: Are you in favor of adoption of Warrant .Article No. 5
as proposed by the Planning Board, tor the Town Zoning Or-
dinance as follows:
Amend Article 3.05, Parking (7), Parking Space Standards,
by adding a requirement in subpart (b) that the area, service
areas, and access driveways must be graded, paved and
drained.
D YES 375 D NO 336
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ARTICLE 6: Are you in favor of adoption of Warrant Article No. 6
as proposed by the Planning Board, for tfie Town Zoning
Ordinance as follows:
Amend 3 07. Nonconforming Uses and Lots, (1 ) Noncon-
forming Lots, second paragraph, to permit any new building
or building expansion if said structure does not exceed five
(5°/o) percent of the area of the lot and meets zoning re-
quirements except frontage and lot size. Any building or
building expansion which exceeds five (5%) percent of the
lot area or which does not meet all other zoning requirements
shall need a variance.
U YES 430 NO 273
ARTICLE 7: Are you in favor of adoption of Warrant Article No. 7
as proposed by the Planning Board, for the Town Zoning
Ordinance as follows:
A) Amend Article 3.10. Multi-Unit Dwellings, (1) New Con-
struction and Conversions of Existing Buildings to
More than Two Dwellings Units, to add a new and addi-
tional requirement that all new multi-unit construction,
except for conversion apartments shall be subject to the
Site Plan Review Regulations for the Town of Auburn.
B) Amend the Title of Article 3. 10 by changing It from "Multi-
Unit Dwelling" to "New Construction and Conversion
of Existing Buildings to Two or More Dwelling Units."
YES 465 NO 246
ARTICLE 8: Are you in favor of adoption of Warrant Article No. 8
as proposed by the Planning Board, for the Town Zoning
Ordinance as follows:
Amend Article 3.16, Wetlands, by deleting It entirely, in
order to avoid language inconsistent with Article 3.14,
Watershed Protection Regulations and Article 3.04,
Sanitary Protection.
YES 448 NO 244
ARTICLE 9: Are you in favor of adoption of petitioned Warrant
Article No. 9 for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Amend Article 4.05, "R Rural District", (3) Lot Size, Fron-
tage, Yards and Height, to reduce the minimum lot size to
two (2) acres, the minimum frontage to two hundred (200')
feet and the minimum yard dimensions to a side yard dimen-
sion of thirty 30') feet.
(By Petition) (Not Recommended by Planning Board)
D YES 348 L: NO 397
ARTICLE 1 0: Are you In favor of adoption of Warrant Article No.
10, as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning
Ordinance as follows:
A) Amend Article 7.01 General to add a new subpart (11) re-
quiring all residential and nonresidential structures,
whether single or multi-unit dwellings which utilize storage
tanks for liquid petroleum or propane gas, have the
storage tanks piped to within eight (8') feet of any combus-
tion unit with an acceptable rigid pipe, as defined by NFPA
58 Chapter 2-4.2 Pipe and further requiring that the rigid
piping be protected in accordance with NFPA 58 Chapter
3-2.7.6 and 3-2.7.7, Installation of Pipe. The owner or
user of the storage tank must ensure that the tank and pip-
ing IS both properly Installed and maintained in a safe
operating condition.
B) Amend Article 7.01 General to add a new subpart (12) re-
quiring that all buildings with cellars, regardless of their
use, have three or more exits and that those buildings with
cellars have at least one of the three exits from the cellar.
With any construction begun after the effective date of this
amendment, casement windows will not be an acceptable
exit.
YES 426 NO 288
ARTICLE 1
1
: Are you in favor of adoption of Warrant Article No.
11 as proposed by the Planning Board, for the Town Zoning
Ordinance as follows:
A) Amend Article 7.03 Building Permits, by eliminating the
fee schedule and further providing that the fee schedule
shall be established by the Planning Board for the Town of
Auburn on an annual basis and requiring that the complete
fee schedule be posted In the Office of the Building Inspec-
tor for the Town of Auburn.
B) Amend Article 7 09 Power Burner, Chimney, Fireplace,
Furnace and Oil Tank Permits, (5), by providing that the
fee for each power burner, fireplace, furnace or oil tank in-
stallation application shall be set by the Planning Board on
an annual basis and the fee schedule shall be posted in the
Office of the Building Inspector for the Town of Auburn.
D YES 339 D NO 379
The adjourned business meeting was called to order by the
Moderator C. Donald Stritch, at 1:00 P.M. on Saturday, March 18,
1989. Mr. Topliff led us in prayer.
The Moderator asked the opinion of those present regarding
the institution next year of checking everyone in against the
checklist and giving registered voters a card with which to vote.
This would eliminate the possibility of any unregistered voter voting
by voice. All present were in agreement.
ARTICLE TWELVE: To see if the Town will vote to accept such
Trust Funds as may come in during the year and Trust Funds as
have not been previously accepted.
Charles Kellet moved the article as read. Gene Cleary seconded.
No discussion. Article Twelve passed.
ARTICLE THIRTEEN: To see if the Town will vote to use the in-
come of the H.B. Burnham fund for the schools or library.
David Griffin moved that the funds be used for the library. Veneta
Cleary seconded. No discussion. Article Thirteen as moved
passed.
ARTICLE FOURTEEN: To see if the Town will vote to authorize
the Selectmen to accept gifts, for the use of the Town as may now
or hereafter be forthcoming.
Charles Kellett moved Article Fourteen as printed. John Coyne
seconded. No discussion. Article Fourteen passed.
Chief Lloyd Wood, along with the Police Commission and
Board of Selectmen presented Theobald Therrien, retiring Police
Commissioner, with a plaque thanking him for his 20 years of
service to the town as a Police Commissioner.
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ARTICLE FIFTEEN: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to borrow money in anticipation of taxes.
Charles Kellett moved Article Fifteen as printed. Seconded by
Bruce Mason. Article Fifteen passed.
ARTICLE SIXTEEN: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to dispose of any or all property acquired by tax deed,
by public auction or sealed bid, with right to reject all bids.
Charles Kellett moved Article Sixteen as printed in the Warrant.
Seconded by Barbara Lee. Article Sixteen passed.
ARTICLE SEVENTEEN: To see if the Town will authorize the
Selectmen to make application for and to receive and spend such
advances, grants-in-aid, or other funds for Town purposes as may
now, or hereafter be forthcoming from Federal, State, Local or
private agencies.
Charles Kellett moved Article Seventeen be accepted as printed.
William Davis seconded. Article Seventeen passed.
ARTICLE EIGHTEEN: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Twenty Thousand Thirty Seven Dollars for
the Auburn Police Department to purchase and equip a new police
cruiser. (Recommended by the Budget Committee) (Amount in-
cluded in the budget)
Lloyd Wood moved Article Eighteen be accepted as printed in the
Warrant. Seconded by Theobald Therien. Chief Wood gave details
about the cruiser purchase. Bruce Mason moved the question.
Seconded by Kristen Roach. Motion to vote passed. The
Moderator reread the Article and Article Eighteen passed.
ARTICLE NINETEEN: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Seven Thousand Five Hundred Dollars to
purchase a Ten Thousand Dollar Defibrillator for the Auburn Fire
Department. (Two Thousand Five Hundred Dollars to be paid by
the Auburn Fire Department Association) (Recommended by the
Budget Committee) (Amount included in the budget)
L. Paul Blais moved Article Nineteen be accepted as written in the
Warrant. Seconded by James Thompson. After some discussion,
Martin Sullivan moved the question. Seconded by Cedric Preston.
Motion to vote passed. Vote on Article Nineteen was in the affir-
mative and Article passed.
The Moderator asked Harry Flanders, our Representative to
General Court, to say a few words.
ARTICLE TWENTY: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate such sums as are necessary to purchase, install and
implement an integrated Town computer system. This will include
all hardware, software, class work, training and extra help
necessary to have the system on line within ninety days after
delivery. The cost is not to exceed Fifty Thousand Dollars. (Recom-
mended by the Budget Committee) (Amount included in the
budget)
Charles Kellett moved Article Twenty as written be accepted.
Seconded by Janice Griffin.
Louis Gamache made a motion to amend the Article by deleting the
word "integrated" and eliminate "within ninety days after
delivery". Martin Sullivan seconded the amendment. After discus-
sion, Alex Komaridis moved the question. Seconded by Hubert
Topliff. Motion to vote passed. Vote on amendment was defeated.
Wilfred Drolet moved that Article Twenty be tabled. Gary Burwen
seconded. Hand vote to table Article Twenty was in the affirmative
and Article Twenty was tabled.
ARTICLE TWENTY-ONE: We the undersigned voters, hereby
request that the Semi-Annual form of property tax collection, be
changed to an Annual basis starting in 1990, By petition, to be plac-
ed on the Town Warrant for a vote at Town Meeting.



























Bruce Mason moved Article Twenty-One as read. Carl Anderson
seconded. After discussion, Jackson Henry moved the question.
Bruce Mason seconded. Motion to vote passed. Vote on Article
Twenty-One was negative, and Article Twenty-One was defeated.
ARTICLE TWENTY-TWO: Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA
72: 1 -C which authorizes any town or city to elect not to assess, levy












Mary Griffin moved Article Twenty-Two as printed. Doug Tibbetts
seconded. Eva Lunnie, Tax Collector, spoke on the Article. Hand
vote on Article Twenty-Two was in the affirmative, and Article
Twenty-Two passed.
ARTICLE TWENTY-THREE: To see if the Town will vote to
authorize the Board of Selectmen to adopt by-laws establishing
Rules and Regulations at the Town Landfill and Incinerator for the
purpose of prolonging the life of the Landfill and producing income
to help offset operating costs of the Landfill.
Charles Kellett moved Article Twenty-Three be accepted as
printed. Seconded by William Davis. Eugene Thomas thanked the
individual members of the Waste Management Committee for their
hard work, Bruce Phillips moved the question. Seconded by Paul
Sanford. Motion to vote passed. Vote on Article Twenty-Three was
in the affirmative and Article Twenty-Three passed.
ARTICLE TWENTY-FOUR: It is hereby proposed to amend the
manner in which the police chief is chosen in Auburn to provide that
candidates, qualified according to New Hampshire police
standards, shall be eligible to run for the position at elections for
Town Officers generally. The position shall be of 3 years' duration,
except that, if there are no qualified candidates available, the
Selectmen shall be empowered to extend the term of a police chief
duly elected for 1 year periods, until a qualified candidate shall be
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available and run for election. This proposed amendment shall
take effect beginning in 1990. (By Petition) (Upon advice of legal
counsel, the Selectmen are of the opinion that this petitioned
article does not comply with the laws of the State of NH).



























Bruce Mason, Sr. moved we accept Article Twenty-Four. Second-
ed by Theodore Ficek.
Bruce Mason, Sr. moved to amend Article Twenty-Four to read as
follows; To see if the Town will vote to elect the police chief to pro-
vide that candidates qualified according to New Hampshire police
standards shall be eligible to run for the position at elections for
Town officers generally, to take effect beginning in 1990. Amend-
ment seconded by Bernice Donelson. Mr. Mason requested that
vote on the amendment be by ballot vote. After discussion, Bruce
Mason moved to vote on the amendment. Seconded by Carl
Mayland. Motion to vote passed. Ballot vote on the amendment
was Yes, 78; No, 108. Amendment was defeated.
Bruce Mason made a motion to table Article Twenty-Four.
Seconded by Theobald Therrien. Motion to table Article Twenty-
Four passed.
ARTICLE TWENTY-FIVE: We, the undersigned voters, hereby
request, that any increase in the School or Town budgets, reflect
no more than a 5% increase per year on our Tax bills, starting with
the 1 990 tax year. By petition, to be placed on both the School war-
rant and Town warrant, to be voted on at the School District
meeting and Town meeting. (Upon advice of legal counsel, the
Selectmen are of the opinion that this petitioned article does not
comply with the laws of the State of NH).































Bruce Mason moved Article Twenty-Five as read. Seconded Earl
Durand. Bruce Mason made a motion to table Article Twenty-Five.
Earl Durand seconded. Vote to table Article Twenty-Five was in the
affirmative and Article Twenty-Five was tabled.
Selectman Thomas thanked Charles Kellett for a job well done
as interim Selectman.
The Moderator recognized Edith Preston, past treasurer for
the Town of Auburn. She was our Treasurer for 36 years, until her
retirement in 1977.
ARTICLE TWENTY-SIX: To hear the report of the Budget Com-
mittee and to see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate to defray Town charges and legal obligations for
the ensuing year.
Gerald Lacourse moved an appropriation in the amount of
$1 ,228,270.00. Seconded by Mary Griffin. Mr. Thomas was ques-
tioned on the Recreation Area. A letter from Builders Insulation
commending the police department was read. A similar letter was
received by the Selectmen from Jeffrey Rogers of Manchester
Foundations. Discussion followed. Bruce Mason moved the ques-
tion Seconded by Earl Durand. Motion to vote passed. Vote on ap-
propriation of $1,228,270 (One million, two hundred twenty eight
thousand, two hundred seventy) was in the affirmative.
Theo Therrien made a motion to adjourn. Seconded by Lisa Brien.
Meeting adjourned at 5;30 P.M.
Respectfully submitted,
Nancy H. Gagnon, Town Clerk
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Detailed Statement of Payments
Town Officers Salaries
Deborah E. Anderson, Deputy Tax Collector
Nancy Butts, Deputy Town Clerk
Columbine S. Cleaves, Selectmen's Secretary
Frank Edelmann, Selectmen
Nancy Gagnon, Town Clerk
Louis Gamache, Selectmen
Undice Grilfin, Clerk Selectmen's Office
Cyntfiia A. Hebert, Selectmen's Secretary
Charles D. Kellett, Selectman
JeanE. Kuehl, Clerk Selectmen's Office
Gail Legere, Treasurer
Eva L. Lunnie, Tax Collector
Audrey Mason, Clerk Selectmen's Office
Christine McLaughlin, Health Officer
Nathan H. Pearce Jr., Bookkeeper
Sandra L. Plouffe, Selectmen's Secretary
Cynthia Poulin, Deputy Tax Collector































Amoskeag Bank, Deposit Box 21.00
N.H. Municipal Health Trust, B/C Insurance 2,943.36
Treasurer, StateofN.H., Marriage License Fees 484.00
McBee Systems, Supplies 515.62
New England Telephone, Telephones 1 ,61 7,1
6
AT&T, Telephones 178.08
Rockingham City Reg. of Deeds, Recording Fees 465.75
Amoskeag Bank, Town's share Medicare,
Town's Officers Sal. 630.21
Ross Express, Freight 56.84
Municipal Computer Service, Computer Services 1 ,308.57
Quill Corporation, Supplies 95.47
Postmaster, Postage 2,204.70
Treasurer, State of N.H. .Supplies 757.04
Taft Business, Service and Supplies 1,150.96
N.H. Municipal Association, Dues & Conferences 85.00
Lantern Restaurant, Selectmen's dinner meeting 81 .21
AssessmentServiceofN.H., Assessment Services 8,285.00
N.H. Tax Collectors Association, Dues 47.00
Tom Ray Office Supplies, Supplies 46.46
Union Leader Corp., Advertisement for employee 1 44.36
N.H.Associationof Assessing Officials, Dues 27.50
Boy Scout Troop 1 27, Deliver Town Books 520.00
Curry Copy, Printing town report & other forms 3,503.32
Office Dimensions, Supplies 367.35
Pitney Bowers Inc., Postage Meter 362.25
Townof Derry, 1/2costof Survey of Boundaries 260.00
Christine McLaughlin, Re-Imb postage & supplies 73.15
Treasurer, State of N.H. , Town Clerks Notary renewal 30.00
Rickard Shackelton, Selectmen's expense 158.62
Charles Kellett, Selectmen's expense 158.62
Wagman Insurance Co., Bond Town Officials 848.00
Mobile Office Equipment, Typewriter & Supplies 1 ,524.44
Carrie, Plodzik, Sanderson, Audit 4,500.00
NancyGagnon, Re-lmbTown Clerk Conf.& Supplies 267.47
Nathan PearceJr., Re-Imb Supplies 1.45
Auburn PTA — OM, For Trip —
Out of Selectmen's expenses 600.00
Eva Lunnie, Re-Imb Supplies
Forest Resource Consultants, Consulting
Hillsborough Cty Reg. of Deeds, Copy of deed
Columbine S. Cleaves, Re-Imb mileage & supplies
Equity Publishing, Law Books
N.H. City & Town Clerks Association
U.S. Stamped Envelope Agency,
Envelopes Tax collector
Thompson Dunbar Office, Records
Brown River Binders, Inc., Books bound
Sackett & Brake Survey Inc., Maps updated
N.H. M. Secretaries Association, Dues&Conf.
Sandra L. Plouffe, Re-Imb. mileage
N.H.G.FOA
Auburn Petty Cash, Set up petty cash
Schwabb Inc., Ink Stamps
Neico, Inc., Printed Forms
Frank Edelmann, Selectmen's Expenses
Homestead Press, Printing
University of N.H. , Seminar
The Mt. Washington Hotel, Tax Collector Conf.
Frank Edelmann, Town Outing Expenses
Loring Short & Harman, Supplies
The Grainery, Town Outing
Louis Gamache, Selectmen's Expenses
Eugene Thomas, Selectmen's Expenses
N.H. Health Officers Association, Dues
Maclean Hunter Market Reports, Auto rates








C. Donald Stritch, Moderator
Harry Flanders, Asst. Moderator
Auburn Lunch Program, Lunch
Nancy Johnson, Dinner
Marjorie Chase, Ballot Clerk
Shirley Stark, Ballot Clerk
Herb Chase, Ballot Clerk
Amelia Sullivan, Ballot Clerk
Theresa Dulka, Ballot Clerk
MaryAnn Rolfe, Ballot Clerk
Nancy Gagnon, Town Clerk
Mary Griffin, Asst. Town Clerk
Columbine S. Cleaves, Counter
Bonnie Martin, Counter
Janice Griffin, Counter





Margo Cox, Supervisor of Checklist
Susan Jenkins, Supervisor of Checklist
































Auburn Village Cemetery Trustees. Expenses
Longmeadow Cemetery Trustees, Expenses
Town Hall and Other Building
Paula Marzloff, Janitor
Joe Stacy Gen. Cent., Inc.,
Repairs to Septic System
Lee Boles, Fuel bill
Belmont Springs, Water
Granite State Fire Systems, Fire Extinguishers
Public Service Co., Electricity
Bill Trombley Plumbing & Heating, Repairs
Jim Trombley Plumbing & Heating, Repairs
M.D. Stetson Inc., Supplies
Treasurer, State of N.H., Supplies
Gerard LaFlamme Inc., Repairs
E & R Cleaners, Rugs cleaned
Super Vac Inc. , Parking lot vac.
Laliberte Septic Service, Pump out Septic Tank
Paula Marzloff, Re-lmb. Supplies
Donald Graves, Re-lmb. Electric Heater
Planning and Zoning
Donald Graves, Building Inspector
Robyn-Le Kohut, Planning Board Secretary
Eva L. Lunnie, Zoning Board Secretary
N.H.M. Health Ins. Trust, B/C Insurance
Sackett & Brake Survey, Maps
N.H. Resource Recovery Association, Dues
BOCA International, Dues and Books
Amoskeag Bank, Towns share of Medicare
Rockingham Cty. Reg. of Deeds, Recording Fees
Postmaster, Postage
Union LeaderCorp., Legal Notices
M.H.Torosion& Associates, Inc., Legal work
Robert M. Robie, Legal work
Donald Graves, Re-lmb. Mileage & Supplies
N.H. Asso. of Conservation Commission, Dues
Eva Lunnie, Re-lmb. Postage & Supplies
Sandra Plouffe, Clerk
Columbine Cleaves, Re-lmb. Postage
Curry Copy, Printers
Robyn-Le Kohut, Re-lmb. Postage
Tom Ray Office, Supplies
Municipal Computer Service, Labels
Jacqueline Daoust, Clerk
Dufresne & Henry, Master Plan
N.H.M. Association, Seminar
Wadleigh, Peter, Dunn & Cheisa, Legal Fees
Legal
Waldleigh, Starr, Peter, Dunn & Cheisa, Legal Fees
John and Hill Engineering,
Service on Sun Valley for Attorneys
Devine, Millimet, Stahl & Branch
Tax Anticipation Note
Advertising & Regional Associations
N.H. Municipal Association Dues






Mobil Office, Office Supplies
SirSpeedy, Printing
RB Graphics Printers, Printing
RKB Construction Inc., Repairs
20thi Century Plaxtics, Supplies
Video Coop. Supplies
Galls Inc., Parts
Sirchie Finger Print Lab, Supplies
Kendall Insurance, Fire Dept. Ins. (rent)
New England Truck Maint., Repairs
Black Hill Ammunition, Amo.
Precision Press, Printing
N.H. Bar Association, Dues
Offtecfi.New Copy machiine & supplies
The Balsams, Chief to NHACP Conference
State of N.H. Dept. of Safety, Repairs
N.H. assoc. of Chiefs of Police, Dues
JohnP.Curlan, Amo.
Claire Connors, Calling Cards
Dr. Guillermo Brens, Officers Exams
Bedford Commons Radiology, Officers Exams
A & A Cleaners, Uniforms Cleaned
Union Leader, Ad
David Longheury, Supplies
Moquin Alternator & Starter, Repairs
lACP, Confererice & Dues
Jacqueline Daoust, Re-lmb. Supplies
Over Head Door, Repairs
Shawmut Distributors, Supplies
RadiologicalAssociates, Officers Exam
Gary Karolian, Re-lmb. Supplies
Marie Libby, Re-lmb. Supplies
David A. Traham, Photos
American Society of Law Enf . (training)
Int. Association for Identification, Dues
John H. Tardiff, Computer Service
William F. Heslin, MD, Medical Exams
Lloyd Wood, Re-lmb. Supplies
Gary Richard, Re-lmb. Supplies
Bonnie Spinazzolo, Tran. Tapes
Ossipee Mte
N.H. Criminal Inv. Assoc, Dues
IPMA, Tests
The National Target Co., Targets
Budget Muffler, Repairs
D.J. Automotive, Repairs
Melissa McCarthy, Food during search
Picard Signs, Signs
Motorola Radios







Galls Inc., Light Bar
Setina Mfg., Bodyguard Part
Cen-Com, Installation
Fire Department




Bob Kilham, Re-lmb. Training
Mike Roy, Re-lmb. Training
Ron Geoffrey, Re-lmb. Training
George Ttiorell, Re-lmb. Training
Bill Anderson, Re-lmb. Training
Pat Marsh, Re-lmb. Training
Debbie Anderson, Re-lmb. Supplies
Superior Saw & Carbide Tools, Equipment
Grainger, Supplies
Hatchi Printing Co., Forms
Defibrilator/Fire Department
Physio Control Corporation, Defibrilator
Winter
Joe Stacy General Construction Inc., Labor & Equip.
R.H. Hartford Construction Co., Labor & Equip.
Nye Development Co. , Labor & Equip.
RCHazeltonlnc, Parts
Granite State Minerals, Salt




Badger Trucking, Labor & Equipment
Candia Auto Parts, Parts
John Stacy, Labor
Manchester Sand & Gravel, Sand
J.H. Rolfe Construction Inc., Labor & Equipment
Amoskeag Bank, Towns share of Medicare
Steven Dross, Labor & Equipment
Auburn True Value, Supplies
AlanPlouffe, Laborer
JohnWilley, Laborer
Bruce Phillips, Plowing Town Hall
Summer
Joe Stacy General Construction Inc., Labor & Equip.
R.H. Hartford Construction Co., Labor & Equip.
JohnWilley, Laborer
Barrett Paving Materials Inc., Materials
Amoskeag Bank, Towns share of Medicare
Jim Stacy Trucking, Labor & Equip.
Log - Con Supply Association
Shirley Baril, Gravel




Thersian & Sons, Gravel
Culverts and Bridges
Joe Stacy Gen. Construction Inc., Labor& Equip.
Highway Steel, Guard rails & posts
Nye Concrete Foundations, Labor & Equip.
A Gosselin Steel Inc., Steel
Barrett Paving Materials, Material
439.56
Frank Edelmann, Re-lmb. Supplies
Debbie Anderson, Re-lmb. Supplies
Scott Concrete Products, Well Cap








AcmeTlme Systems Inc., TimeCards
Jim Stacy Trucking, Labor & Equipment
NH Resource Recovery Assoc,
Scrap Metal Removal
United Tire Recycling Corp. , Tire Removal
Bruce Mason, Labor
Moquins Starter & Alternator, Repairs
Schwaab Inc., Ink Stamps
Interstate Restaurant Equip., Trasfi Barrels
Union Leader Corp., Ad
Matthew Roy, Labor
Babins Welding, Welding
Hoyle Tanner & Associates, Engineering Service
E & R Cleaners, Uniforms
The Wright Locksmith Shop, Locks
Harbor Freight Sal. Co., Tools






Therrien & Sons, Gravel
Lafayette Press, Printing




Tufpak Inc, Trash Bags
Hospitals & Ambulances
Southern N.H. Ambulance Assoc, Contract
Animal Control — Dogs
Raymond RodierSr., Dog Officer Salary
Amoskeag Bank, Town Share of Medicare
Raymond Rodier, Mileage
State of New Hampshire, Dog Lie Fee
Sanborn Farm BIdg. Materials, 2 Traps
Browns River Bindery, Inc., Dog Tags
Libraries
Trustees Griffin Library, Appropriation
Recreation
Douglas Tibbets, Re-lmb. Postage & Supplies
Lighthouse Press, Printing Newsletter
TheDerryNews, Ad
Russell Sullivan, Re-lmb. lumber for tables
Joe Stacy Gen. Const. Inc., Labor&Equip.











































Manchester Sand & Gravel, Gravel
Union Leader Corp., Bid Ads
Haron Corporation, Labor & Equipment
Joe Stacy Gen. Const., Labor & Equipment
Jim Stacy Trucking, Trucking
John Stacy, Laborer
Therrlen & Sons, Gravel
Frank Edelmann, Re-lmb. Supplies
The Lane Corp.. Labor & Equipment
Thomas Fence, Fence
RSL Layout & Design Inc., Sun/ey
Chemlawn, Labor & Equipment
Don's Sports Center, Equipment
125.00




Report of the Treasurer
of the Griffin Free Public
Library and IVIuseum
RECEIPTS
Balance brought forward 1/1/89 $5,320.55
Received from Trust Funds 332,82
Received from Town (Appropriation) 2,453,00
Received from Interest 230.98
TOTAL RECEIPTS
Tax Collector's Report
Summary of Tax Warrants
January 1, 1989 to December 31, 1989
Uncollected Taxes — January 1, 1989:
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes









Summary of Tax Warrants
















1990 - 91 School Warrants & Budget
1988 - 89 Annual School Reports

OFFICERS
THE AUBURN SCHOOL DISTRICT








Alex Komaridis, Chairman Term Expires 1990
William Wood Term Expires 1 991
Robert Raymond Term Expires 1 992
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
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State of New Hampshire
School Warrant for
Election of Officers
To the inhabitants of the School District, in the Town of Auburn,
New Hannpshire, qualified to vote in District affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Auburn Village School in
said District, on the thirteenth day of March, 1 990, at seven o'clock
in the morning to act upon the following subject:
1. To choose a member of the School Board for the ensuing
three years.
The polls will remain open from seven o'clock in the forenoon
until seven o'clock in the afternoon and as much longer thereafter
as the voters of the School District, at the beginning may vote.
Given under our hands and seal at said Auburn, New Hamp-






Auburn School District Warrant
State of New Hampshire
To the inhabitants of the School District, in the town of Auburn,
New Hampshire, qualified to vote in district affairs.
You are hereby notified to meet at the Auburn Village School in
said District on the sixteenth day of March, 1 990, at eight olclock in
the evening to act upon the following subjects:
1
.
To hear the report of agents, auditors and committees or
officer chosen and pass any vote relating thereto.
2. To see if the District will vote to authorize the School Board
to apply for, accept and expend, without further action by the
School District Meeting, money from the state, federal or other
governmental unit or a private source which becomes available
during the 1990-91 fiscal year provided that such expenditure be
made for purposes for which a School District may appropriate
money and that such expenditure not require the expenditure of
other School District funds.
3. To see if the district will vote to discontinue the Auburn
Capital Reserve Fund created in 1 972 for the purpose of financing
construction and reconstruction of school buildings and the
acquisition of land for school buildings; said funds, with ac-
cumulated interest to date of withdrawal to be transferred to the
district's general fund,
4. To see if the district will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Thirteen Thousand Dollars ($13,000.00) to reconstruct the
new heating exhaust system of the Auburn Village School. (Not
recommended by Budget Committee).
5. To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of One Hundred Twenty Three Thousand, Nine Hundred
Ninety Eight Dollars ($123,998.00) to fund the cost items related to
an increase in teachers' salaries and benefits attributable to the
Collective Bargaining Agreement being entered into by the Auburn
School Board and the Auburn Education Association for the
1 990-91 fiscal year. Such sum of money represents the additional
costs attributable to an increase in salaries and benefits over those
obligations payable under the prior Collective Bargaining
agreement. (Recommended by Budget Commnttee)
6. To see what sum of money the District will vote to raise and
appropriate for the support of schools, for the payment of salaries
and benefits for school district officials and agents other than
benefit and salary increases to teachers, and for the payment of
statutory obligations of the District.
GIVEN UNDER OUR HANDS AND SEAL .AT SAID AUBURN,
NEW HAMPSHIRE, THIS 21st DAY OF FEBRUARY, 1990.








REVENUES & CREDITS AVAILABLE










r70 Unreserved Fund Balance 99.366 lAO.OOO 14Q,Q00
JOOO Revenue from State Sources xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx










School Building Aid 9n,7Qft qn.?9fi Q0,?96
Area Vocational School
Driver Education
7, 67'i 7,675 2
, 6 7 5










Revenue From Federal Source xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx
ECIA-I& 25.951 18.428 18.428
Vocational Education
Adult Education
Child Nutrition Program 16.800 16,800 16,800
Handicapped Program 17,368 15.205 15,205
Other iiaeniify)
Other Sources xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx
Trans. From Cap. Projects Fund
Trans. From Cap. Reserve Fund
Sale of Bonds or Notes
Local Rev. other than Taxes xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx
Tuition
Earnings on Investments 4,non 4,000 4, onn
Pupil Activities Driver Ed 3 . 500 -3 , 500 3 , 500
Other (loeniiiy) Bus Fares 20,000 ?0,000 20,000
SUPPLEMENTAL APPROPRIATION (CONTRA)
2 4 .300
School Lunch 42.122 40, •^48 40,348
SCHOOL REVENUES & CREDITS A60,878 507,791 '^n7,7Q1
ilCT ASSESSMENT
3, 171 ,094 ^,^^0 70? 3,516,104
REVENUES & DISTRICT ASSESSMENT
3.581,972 4,053,493 4.018.895
(School portion ot the Business Profits Tax S 54 , 120 to oe applied
to tne District Assessment when computing tne Scriool Tax Rate
)
BUDGET OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT
OF AUBURN ,N.H.
BUDGET COMMITTEE DATE 1989



































2000 SUPPORT SERVICES XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXXXXX
2100 Pupil Services XXXXXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx
2110 Attendance & Social Work 270 270 270
2120 Guidance 26.389 29.450 29.450
2130 Health 17.137 18.556 18.556
2140 Psychological 5.000 5,75Q 5.500 250
2150 Speech Path. & Audiology 1 4 ,046 ??,fi(S3 22,863
2190 Other Pupil Services 77,685 ?6,199 26,199
2200 Instructional Staff Services xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx
2210 Improvement of Instruction ?.5nn 3 , 300 3.300
2220 Educational Media 16,681 76,85? 7f^,«S7
2240 Other Inst Staff Services
2300 General Administration xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx
2310 School Board xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx
2310 870 Contingency 15.430 40.665 30,665 10,000
2310 All Other Objects
2320 Office of Superintendent xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx
2320 351 S.A U. Management Serv. 89.780 94.089 94,089
2320 All Other Objects
2330 Special Area Adm Services
2390 Other Gen Adm. Services 800 IrOOO 1.000
2400 School Administration Services 117,829 142,815 142.815
2500 Business Services xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx
2520 Fiscal
2540 Operation & Maintenance of Plant 134 ,669 187,958 1 82, 9 58
2550 Pupil Transportation 158,183 170, «R5 170,885
2570 Procurement
2590 Other Business Services
2600 Managerial Services 4.700 4.700
2900 Other Support Services 10,729 10.729
Total Special Warrant Articles (p 4, line 6011)
3000 COMMUNITIES SERVICES _5£L 50 50
4000 FACILITIES ACQUISITIONS & CONST 1^,000 13,000
5000 OTHER OUTLAYS xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx
5100 Debt Service xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx I xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx
5100 830 Principal 28Q.Q00 280.000 280.000
5100 840 Interest 156,050 137,500 137. 500
5200 Fund Transfers xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx
5220 To Federal Projects Fund 43 ,319
5240 To Food Service Fund 58.9??
33,633 33.633
58,848 58.848
5250 To Capital Reserve Fund
1122 Deficit Appropriation
Supplemental Aporopnaiion
T Avo.iN' p^ f^rx
;
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS
-. 24.3 , , ,-












Auburn School District Meeting
March 17, 1989
The Auburn School Disthct Meeting was called to order at 8:00
PM on March 17, 1989 by C. Donald Stritch, Moderator, In the
Auburn Village School Gymnasium.
Auburn 1 : To hear the report of agents, auditors and committees
or officer chosen and pass any vote relating thereto.
Motion to accept as printed was made by J. Herbert Tardiff. Motion
was seconded by Bruce Mason. Vote was called for. Article 1
passed.
Article 2: To see if the District will vote to authorize the School
Board to apply for, accept and expend, without further action by the
School District Meeting, money from the state, federal or other
governmental unit or a private source which becomes available
duhng the 1989-90 fiscal year provided that such expenditure be
made for purposes for which a School District may appropriate
money and that such expenditure not require the expenditure of
other School District Funds.
Motion to accept as printed was made by William Wood. Motion
was seconded by Richard Miller. Vote was called for. Article 2
passed.
Article 3: To see if the district will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $24,300 as a supplementary appropriation for the
1 988-89 fiscal year for special education tuition and expenses and
authorize the expenditure of sweepstakes revenue in the amount
of $24,300 distributed by the Department of Education under the
provisions of 1988 New Hampshire laws, Ch. 278 to fund the
appropriation. (Recommended)
Motion to accept as printed was made by Alex Komaridis. Motion
was seconded by Mr. Thomas. Vote was called for. Article 3
passed.
Article 4: (Submitted by petition) We, the undersigned voters,
hereby request, that any increase in the School budget, reflect no
more than a 5% increase per year on our Tax Bill, starting with the
1 990 tax year. By petition, to be placed on the School Warrant, and
to be voted on at the School District Meeting.
Motion to accept as printed was made by Bruce Mason. Motion
was seconded by Anna Davis.
After reading letter received from lawyers Bruce Mason explained
that he had decided to withdraw the article.
Bruce Mason made motion to Table article. K. Willis seconded
motion. Vote was called on tabling article. Article 4 was tabled.
Article 5: To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of One Hundred Twenty One Thousand One Hundred
Seventy One *) $1 21 , 1 71 .00) Dollars to fund the cost items related
to an increase in teacher's salaries and benefits attributable to the
Collective Bargaining Agreement being entered into by the Auburn
School Board and the Auburn Education Association for the
1 989-90 fiscal year. Such sum of money represents the additional
costs attributable to the increase in salaries and benefits over
those obligations payable in the prior Collective Bargaining Agree-
ment. (This is the second year of a two year contract.) (This sum of
money is included in the 1989-90 budget) (Recommended)
Motion to accept as printed was made by J . Herbert Tardiff. Motion
to seconded by Eileen MacDonald.
Bruce Mason asked what percentage is increase. Alex Komaridis
explained 9.5% increase. Town is still a little below average rate for
teachers In town of comparable size and the area. Much discus-
sion followed.
David Kuehl moved question. Mr. Bienvenue seconded. Vote was
called for. Article 5 passed.
Article 6: To see what sum of money the District will vote to raise
and appropriate for the support of schools, for the payment of
salaries and benefits for the school district officials and agents
other than benefit and salary increases to teachers, and for the
payment of statutory obligations of the District.
Gerald Lacourse made motion to raise the sum of $3,566,81 9. Mo-
tion was seconded by Mr. Kennedy.
Anna Davis made motion to amend budget by 3% to $3,460,000.
Motion was seconded by Nick Komaridis. The question was asked
if budget cut by this amount where would It come from? Possibly
there would not be a Industrial Art or Home Economics and no full
time music and art classes and no new 3 & 4 grade teachers.
Bruce Mason motioned to moved question on amendment. Nick
Komaridis seconded. Motion did not pass. Discussion continued
on amendment.
The School Board informed residents that Candia chose not to
send students here for Home Economics and Industrial Arts and
were going to reduce the budget by$9,147.
Bruce Mason moved question on amendment. Mr. Davis
seconded. Motion to vote on amendment passed. Vote was called
to cut budget to $3,460,000. Amendment on Article 6 did not pass.
Discussion on the budget of $3,566,891 was continued. Discus-
sion on Special Education Administrator and Teacher followed.
There are approximately 70 children who qualify for Special
Education. Bruce Mason made motion to vote on budget. School
Board amended budget by cutting $9, 1 47 from budget making the
figure voted on $3,557,672. Mr. Kllaham moved question on Article
6. Mr. Grenier seconded motion. A vote was called for. Article
passed.
Motion to adjourn meeting was made by Mr. Martin. Motion was
seconded by Mrs. Martin. Meeting adjourned 10;15 PM.
Respectfully submitted,
Marcia Trembly






















Graduation exercises were held on June 14,1 989, with forty-five
students receiving diplomas. The guest speaker was Ms.
Catherine Butts, 1985 graduate of Auburn Village School. Honor
Speakers were Benjamin Koufopoulos, Jason Lacombe and Noel
Bolduc. Department Awards went to Benjamin Koufopoulos,
Social Studies; Noel Bolduc, Science; Jason Lacombe, English;
and Chelsea Stoddard, Mathematics. The Honor Student Award
went to Benjamin Koufopoulos, PTA Award Most Improved to
Adam Cuvellier, Millie Preston Service Award to Candice Martin,
Hooksett Rotary Award to Candice Martin, School Board Citizen-
ship Award to Gregory Caron, American Legion School Medal
Award to Anastasia McGrath, A.E.A. Teacher Appreciation Award
to John McCarthy.
During the past school year the Science Curriculum Committee
has been reviewing the science program and making recommen-
dations to the school administration. Dr. Edward Hendry, Cur-
riculum Supervisor from New Hampshire State Department of
Education will serve as a consultant to the committee to assist
them in coordinating an effective upper elementary curriculum that
prepares the students to meet the challenges at the high school
level. The major curriculum review for 1990-91 will be English.
Two new programs, Industrial Arts and Home Arts have been
added to the upper elementary levels, 6th, 7th, and 8th grades.
These two programs have been clustered into a Unified Arts Block
with Art and Music. This allows us to maintain small groups and
safe working conditions in the Industrial Arts and Home Arts areas.
At the Open House in September the majority of the visitors were
impressed with the interior renovations and architectural design of
the new addition.
The Auburn PTA has been actively engaged in promoting a
positive school atmosphere and assisting teachers in developing
innovative school projects, through teacher incentive grants. The
PTA has also sponsored several community functions for students
such as the Halloween Parties, the Annual Spring Carnival and
sponsored the Odyssey of the Mind Projects.
I want to extend my appreciation to the Auburn School Board,
the Superintendent of Schools, members of the Community, the
School Staff, the School Volunteers, and the Auburn PTA for their






To the Members of the School Board
Auburn School District
Auburn, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial
statements of the Auburn School District and the combining and
Individual fund financial statements of the School District as of and
for the year ended June 30, 1 989, as listed in the table of contents.
These financial statements are the responsibility of the School
District's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion
on these financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and per-
form the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the
financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit
includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the
amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also
includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant
estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall
financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit pro-
vides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
As described in Note 1C, the general purpose financial
statements referred to above do not include the General Fixed
Asset Group of Accounts, which should be included to conform
with generally accepted accounting principles. The amount that
should be recorded in the General Fixed Asset Account Group is
not known.
In our opinion, excpet that omission of the General Fixed Asset
Group of Accounts results in an incomplete presentation, as
explained in the above paragraph, the general purpose financial
statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects,
the financial position of the Auburn School District at June 30,
1989, and the results of its operations for the year then ended, in
conformity with generally accepted accounting principles. Also, in
our opinion, the combining and individual fund financial
statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects,
the financial position of each of the individual funds of the School
District at June 30, 1989, and the results of operations of such
funds for the year then ended, in conformity with generally
accepted accounting principles.
October 25, 1989






At the conclusion of the 1 988-89 school year I especially reflect
on achievements of the Auburn School District and issues that
were positively resolved. I would take this opportunity to publicly
recognize and appreciate those individuals affiliated with the
Auburn Village School as well as members of the community.
The building project which was approved at the March 1987
Auburn School District Meeting is scheduled for completion in
October 1 989. The additional space and new programs will benefit
the students and the ever increasing school enrollment. This ex-
pansion program has remained a high priority with the School
Board, administration, and staff. I am extremely pleased with the
progress of this building project to date and would commend the ar-
chitect and contractor for their efforts and achievements.
We are continuing to work on meeting the new minimum
standards for elementary schools in New Hampshire. The State
Board of Education has set June 30, 1 991 , as the deadline for all
schools to comply. The new building addition has made it possible
to comply with many of the standards set by the state. The addition
of home economics and industrial arts adds a new learning
experience for the students in the upper grades.
A most important achievement this past year was the participa-
tion and recognition of students from Auburn who won both state
and world awards in the Odyssey of the Mind competition. This
program is designed to enhance and encourage the problem solv-
ing abilities of students by posing open ended problems which can
be solved in a variety of ways. Students learn to use higher level
thinking skills, develop mental flexibility and creativity and produce
practical solutions while working as a team on both long term and
spontaneous problems.
A sixth grade team won the first place in the state finals for a
project entitled "Just in Time". The students then went to Boulder,
Colorado, in May and competed against teams from the United
States, Canada, Mexico, China and the Soviet Union. This team
finished in eighth place with a unique project based on the story
"The Wizard of Oz", demonstrating creativity as they transported
clothing around a pentagon using battery-powered cars. The team
was judged on their style of performance, dexterity, time involved,
and creative thinking. In a separate "spontaneous" problem-
solving competition the Auburn students finished sixth out of 47
teams. The honors this team received are certainly a positive
reflection on our school district. I would encourage continued par-
ticipation in this worthwhile program, and sincerely appreciate the
support of the staff, parents, coaches, and the entire community.
The Auburn School Board has reviewed the policy manual
throughout the year as part of the ongoing process to update all
Board policies. With constant revisions in state and federal laws as
well as other considerations the School District needs to have cur-
rent policies to assist everyone as we strive to provide the best
possible education for our youth.
Recent technology has allowed the Auburn School District to
procure a copy of New Hampshire History on Laser Disc. This disc
was obtained through a grant from the Governor's Initiative Pro-
gram through the Southeastern Education Regional Service
Center, of which Auburn is one of fourteen member districts.
During the 1 988-89 school year the Auburn Village School was
inspected for asbestos containing building material (ACBM) and a
management plan compiled as required by the 1986 Asbestos
Hazard Act (AHERA). Parents, employees and other building
occupants have been notified that the Management Plan is on file
in the administration office as required annually by the AHERA
Law.
During the 1 988-89 school year the Auburn School District pro-
vided special education services to 84 students. Seven of those
were enrolled in preschool programs. Another four students
attended private special education programs. Twenty-seven
students attended public schools in other districts including 16
high school students. The special educational needs of the remain-
ing 46 students were met at the Auburn Village School. The State
Department of Education conducted an evaluation of Auburn's
special education services on March 1 and 2. The evaluating team
commended the District for efforts "to incorporate these programs
within the regular structure" of the school. They observed and
commended the continuing efforts of a dedicated staff in meeting
the unique needs of students.
I wish to thank the Auburn School Board members, Mr. Ray-
mond Bourque, Principal, all school staff members, and the






The past year can probably be best categorized as one in which
the School District has paused to catch its breath and look forward
to the next goal. The school building is about 99.95% finished with
only a few relatively minor items left to complete under the con-
tract. At the same time, there are a few additional, but unexpected
items, that have arisen as the building becomes fully utilized.
These, too, are being addressed.
The 1989-90 school year began smoothly and appears to be
running quite well overall. The new programs that were initiated
this year are functioning quite well, and we look to go beyond the
simple basics by implementing a unified arts program that will draw
on all areas.
A Future Needs Committee has been established and has been
meeting on a regular basis to determine where we stand at this
moment, where we need to go from here, and when we need to
start. Unfortunately, the next step may come sooner than any of us
would like. Our best guess at the momemt seems to indicate that all
of the classrooms will be fully utilized within the next 1 to 2 years,
although we will not have reached our student population capacity.
We may be able to hold out for a year or so after that by reducing
the number of classes in some grades which means more pupils
per class. But, that can only be a temporary measure.
Anticipating the probable need for some type of new school
building in the next few years, we are aiming at having an engineer-
ing study done of the Cohas Brook town property to see if it would
be a viable location for a school. If it is not, then we will have to
begin looking towards purchasing property for the next school.






























































































































































Math 7 & 8
Chapter 1 Specialist
Grade 1








Social Studies 7 & 8
Grade 4










































School Administrative Unit #15
Salaries
Fiscal Year 1988-1989




























The Future Needs Committee was assembled by the School
Board in the fall of 1989. The Committee is comprised of 10







Though the committee was never charged with a particular
agends, the committee has already made the following determina-
tions.
1) The newly expanded Auburn Village School can accom-
modate up to a maximum of 650 students. Once this limit is
reached, there is no further expansion available at this site.
With this in mind, the Committee has undertaken a number of
steps to plan for Future School Growth.
1
.
Complete a comprehensive census for the town of Auburn
with the primary focus on School age children. Once we have
determined the school population for the next five years or so,
we will be able to determine when the present facility will
reach its maximum capacity.
Once we know this, we will explore what kind of additional
facilities and programs might be needed.
Aside from wrestling with program needs and facility
requirements, some other issues such as Kindergarten will
have to be addressed.
2. The Committee also needs to identify any possible lands
available for possible future School construction. The Com-
mittee will work closely with the Planning Board on this
project.
3. Since it takes at least 3 years for a school to be constructed
from the time of conception to the time of completion, it is
imperative that the Committee be ongoing.
4. Some of the future issues might be;
a) When will the next building phase or phases be
needed?
b) When will Auburn have to consider a High School?
c) What location or locations would best suit the
geographic distribution of the town?
One of the best ways to help achieve these goals is to:
a) Maintain accurate census information. With this in
mind, a mechanism to identify any changes in resident
population must be put into place.
b) A constant monitoring of available lands.
c) Any long range plans for possible school construction
must be updated with the Planning Board so that the
impact on the town can be coordinated with other
capital projects.
From time to time, the Long Range Planning Committee will hold







To the Superintendent of Schools, Principal.
School Board and Citizens of Auburn
Health services are primarily designed to assure and enhance
the educability of the individual pupil.
Nursing assess/treatment/illness
Auburn 88-89 Vendor History
392 AT&T Information Systems
1514 AT&T Credit Corp.
889 AAA
6 ABC School Supply Company
8 Addison Wesley Publ. Company
1465 Patricia A. Allard
16 A.M. Guidance Service Inc.
875 American Journal of Nursing
1283 Angelo's Restaurant
25 Associated Consultants Team
441 ASCD
26 Auburn Education Association
424 .Auburn Fund Raising Account
1341 Auburn Supermarket
28 Auburn Supermarket II
31 Award Emblem Mfg. Co. Inc.
670 B&EGasService& Heating
32 Bain Pest ControlService
33 Baker & Taylor Companies
1644 Balsam Environmental Consult.
910 Bank of NE/Attn Shirley Ebanks
34 Bank of New Hampshire
201 Battery Powered Lighting
1486 Baystreet Counseling
488 ChanningL. Bete Inc.
41 Bitz'n Bytes Computer Center
2 Blue Cross/Blue Shield Ins.
202 Brittanica Home Library Serv.
1 566 Burlington Free Press
761 Cambridge Development Lab Inc.
372 Treas.Candia School District
416 Carri, Plodzik& Sanderson
201 Battery Powered Lighting
1380 R.C.Foss&Son.lnc.
1696 Gas Supply, Inc.
1474 Interstate Restaurant Equip.
838 Stephen Jensen
1468 Thomas T.Johnson
1643 McCarthy, Melissa J.
1157 Page St. Storage
627 Carson-Dellosa
1736 LesA.CartierandAssoc. Inc.
67 Center for Innov. in Education
69 Central Paper Products Company
758 Chasellelnc.
1741 Children's Magazine Guide
1455 Christian Delivery Service
72 Clean-0-Rama
1629 Cornmunacad
876 Communication Skill Builders
1778 The Community Journal
842 Comprehensive Health Ed Found
1730 ConcordClinic— S. BrophyPh.D
79 Concord Monitor
1754 Convenient Med Center
1540 Country Rainbow
1464 MargoL. Cox




85 Creative Publications, Inc.
678 CTB/McGraw-Hill
1218 Cuisenaire Co. of America Inc.
Ctrtl^/
1728 William J. MooreCenter
1666 Morse Valley School
1708 Museum of Fine Arts
1470 N.A.E.S.P.
1723 National Information Data Ctr.
640 National School Methods, Inc.
242 N.E. LeagueofMiddleSchools
1716 New England Representatives
246 New England Telephone Company
299 NH Assoc, of Special Ed. Adm.
233 N.H.Assoc. School Principals
1297 Treas. State of NH — OBM
1673 NH Floor Care Inc.
630 Stateof NH, Treas., Lab Serv.
978 N.H. Music Educators Assoc.
1712 New Hampshire Profiles
249 NH. Public Television
229 NH, Retirement System
21 NH School Boards Insurance
231 NH. School Boards Association
781 N.H. School Transportation Asc.
1471 Treasurer. State of NH
254 Northeast Audio Visual, Inc.
255 Northeast Delta Dental Corp.
404 Obis Co.
1388 Paramount Labs
1487 J. R. Pepper Electnc, Inc.
262 Perma-BoundCorp.
146 Petrolane Gas Service
263 Auburn Petty Cash Account
270 Treas, Pinkerton Academy
1713 Popular Subscription Service
274 Portsmouth Paper Company
984 Pro-Ed., Inc.
485 Programs for Education Inc.
1655 "THE PROVIDER" ENTERPRISES
283 Psychological Corporation
285 Public Service Co. of N.H.
1517 Publishers Quality Library
1530 Queen City Radio
1589 Treas. Raymond School District
1069 Reliable Office Supply
1488 Rochester Midland
311 Rockingham County Newspapers
570 Rutland Herald
182 Ryder Student Trans. Service
315 S.E.R.E.S.C.
375 Treas. S. A. U. #15
1004 Scholastic Magazines
1405 Scholastic Inc.
326 Scott ForesmanS Company
1 288 Scribner Educational Publisher
328 Seaman'sSupplyCompany, Inc.
339 Silver Burden &Ginn
341 Simplex Time Recorder Company
695 Sir Speedy Pnnters
601 Social Studies School Service
344 Soule Leslie ZelinSayward&
349 SpicketValleyFedr.Cr. Union
1711 Sports Illustrated For Kids
352 Standard Duplicator Sales, Inc.
354 State Mutual Companies
356 M.D. Stetson Company
1196 Donald Stritch
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Report of the Treasurer
Auburn Village Cemetery
RECEIPTS
Balance Brought Forward 1/1/89 $11,176.40
Received from Trust Furids
Zoning Board of Adjustment
The Zoning Board of Adjustment meets on demand at the Town Hall. Requests for a hearing are made to the Zoning Officer. During
1989 the Board held 26 hearings. There were 16 Variances, 3 Special Exceptions, and 7 Administrative Decision Appeals. The Hearings
are open to the public, are posted, and are advertised in the Manchester Union Leader. Minutes of the hearings are posted at the Town Hall
for public review.




Orrin H. Chase, Vice Chairman
John Karpinski







The Auburn Planning Board
During the year of 1 989 the Auburn Planning Board was heavily involved with the update of the Auburn Master Plan as prepared by the
engineering firm of Dufresene & Henry, Inc. and Gerald I. Coogan AlCP, Planning and Development Consultant. The update status of the
Master Plan was aided by town participation in completion of a questionnaire which was mailed to all Auburn households. The data
enabled the engineers in their recommendations to the Planning Board as pertains to zoning, land use regulations, housing issues and
town development as applies to town agencies. Also placed on the 1 989 Planning Board Agenda were the review and update of the Growth
Management Ordinance, Capital Improvements Program, Auburn Zoning Ordinances, Auburn Building Codes and Auburn Zoning Map.
Listed below are the approvals and considerations as heard by the Planning Board dunng their 1989 session:
40 Residential Subdivisions
1 Commercial Subdivision
9 Site Plan Reviews
1 Recording of Property
1 Right-Of-Way Acquisition
The Planning Board meets each Wednesday evening at 7:00 P.
RESIDENTIAL SUBDIVISIONS
HEATHERWOODS — PHASE II
Applicant: Re-Mar Development
14 Lot Residential Development
Location: Off Hooksett Road
WINSTON ESTATES
Applicant: Parker Farms Associates/Mr.
1 Lot Residential Subdivision
Location: Off Route #28 By-Pass
/lanny Winston
DAVIS ESTATES
Applicant: Mr. Earl Davis/Mr. William Ready
4 Lot Residential Subdivision
Location: Off Coleman Road
BRODSKY ESTATES
Applicant: Mr. Howard Brodsky
4 Lot Residential Subdivision
Location: Off Hooksett Road
MAPLE FALLS ESTATES — PHASE VI
Applicant: Gwen and Walter Desmarais
8 Lot Residential Subdivision
Location: Off Maple Falls Road
LEONARD ESTATES
Applicant: Mr. Richard Leonard
4 Lot Residential Subdivision
Location: Off Bunker Hill Road
BENE AND VENETA CLEARY
Applicant: Ms. Deidre Cleary
2 Lot Residential Subdivision
Location: Off Lover's Lane
RAY CARIGNAN/TOWN OF HOOKSETT, N.H.
Applicant: Mr. Ray Carignan, etal
Auburn Planning Board signature required as partial lot con-
sideration is located in the town of Auburn
Location: Off Hooksett Road
SANDY ACRES
Applicant: The Haron Corporation/Harold Towne
1 Lot Commercial Subdivision
Location: Off Priscilla Lane
2 Excavation Permit Renewals
5 Lot Line Adjustments
6 Site Plan Review Updates
27 Informative Considerations
1 Land Trust Consideration
\A. in the Planning Board Office located in the Auburn Town Hall.
SITE PLAN REVIEWS:
THE MONTESSORI CHILDREN'S SCHOOL
Applicant: Ms. Connie Mercier/Ms. Tern Becker
Private Educational Facility
Location: Old Candia Road
DR. RAYMOND BOLDUC




Applicant: Mr. Howard Dean
United States Post Office Facility
Location: Raymond Road
SILVER POINT INDUSTRIAL PARK
Appliant: Doric Associates/Mr. Elmer Pease
Warehouse Facility
Location: Off Route #28 By-Pass
THE HARON CORPORATION
Applicant: Mr. Harold Towne
Office and Warehouse Facility
Location: Priscilla Lane
AUBURN SUPERMARKET
Applicant: Mr. Alan Young
Construction of Gasoline Island Canopy
Installment of a Gasoline Advertisement Sign
Location: Route #121 and/or Chester Road
ARC ELECTROSTATIC PAINTING COMPANY
Applicant: Mr. Gene Cleary
Office Building
Location: Bunker Hill Road
ALPINE REALTY TRUST
Applicant: Mr. Henry Croteau/Seal Pro
Commercial Office and Warehouse
Location: Priscilla Lane
DAVE & SUES — AUBURN II SUPERMARKET
Applicant: Mr. David Marsden
Paving of Parking Area/Installation of Canopy
over Gasoline Island




Applicant: Mr. Michael Rolfe
Location: Off Bunker Hill Road
RIGHT-OF-WAY ACQUISITION:
GEORGE AND PATRICIA ASADORIAN/
RE-MAR DEVELOPMENT
Applicant: Mr. George Asadonan and Mr. Robert Martel
Location: Sonya Drive and Rattlesnake Hill Road
LOT LINE ADJUSTMENTS:
DAVIS/PINCINE
Applicant: Mr. William Ready
Location: Off Coleman Road
VILLAGE AT LAKE FOREST
Appliant: Mr. Dana Wood
Location: Off Hooksett Road
ROBERT BRYANT
Applicant: Mr. Robert Bryant
Location: Off Route #28 By-Pass
THELMA BLAKE AND WILLIAM BLAKE
Applicant: Mr. William Blake
Location: Off Hooksett Road
ROBERT SELINGA AND WAYNE ST. JEAN
Applicant: Mr. Robert Selinga
Location: Off Coleman Road
EXCAVATION PERMIT RENAWALS:
DANIEL CARPENTER/PAUL GARABEDIAN & SONS, INC.
Location: Off Cfiester Turnpike
PAUL GARABEDIAN & SONS, INC.
Location: Off Bircfi Road
Planning Board Members
Mr. Russell C. Sullivan, Chairman
Mr. C.Stoney Worster, Vice Chairman








Roby-Le Kohut, Secretary to the Board
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REPORT OF THE
SOUTHERN NEW HAMPSHIRE PLANNING COMMISSION
The Southern New Hampshire Planning Commission offers a wide variety of services, resources and technical assistance to all towns that
are dues-paying members of the Commission. A professional planning staff, assisted by consultants in certain specialized fields for which the
Commission is unable to employ a full-time staff, work under the direction of your representatives to the Commission in developing and carrying
out planning programs that require regional perspective as well as which pertain to your community.
Local planning assistance requests are normally made by the Planning Board and/or the Board of Selectmen of your town based on your
local priorities. However, certain general studies, notifications or acquisition of resources that are deemed essential for all member municipalities
of the Commission are also conducted with the concurrence of the Commission.,
Services that were performed for the Town of Auburn during the past year are as follows:
1
.
Provided testimonies to the House and Senate committees of the 1 989 session of the General Court on many House and Senate bills
pertaining to planning and zoning issues. House Bill 758 dealing with impact fees, and Senate bills 1 39 and 1 66 deserve special men-
tion.
2. Co-sponsored the Municipal Law Lecture Series, to which Auburn officials were invited.
3. At the request of the Board of Selectmen, provided copies of Pavement Management study for the town of Auburn.
4. Provided a map showing Auburn town line at Tower Hill area as per the request of the Selectmen's secretary.
5. Provided reference materials for the development of affordable housing in the town. This was done at the request of the Planning
Board.
6. Assisted with revision of the Flood Insurance Program ordinance for its adoption at the town meeting. This ordinance, if adopted, will
meet all the requirements of the Federal Emergency Management Agency of the U.S. Government.
Auburn's Representatives to the Commission are; ' *'
Mr. Charles Worster
Mr. Frank Edelmann
Mr. Donald Mazloff — Alternate
Executive Committee Member: Mr. Frank Edelmann




1 989 was a very active year, a total on one hundred sixty permits
were issued. Thirty-two new single family homes were con-
structed, three commercial structures, along with one hundred
twenty five home improvement permits.
Total revenue generated from building permits amounted to
nineteen thousand, two hundred twenty-seven dollars and twenty-
seven cents ($19,227.27).
I would like to thank all the contractors and home owners i had
the opportunity to meet for their concerns and co-operation.
NEW HOME PERMITS ISSUED
1.
Visiting Nurse Association of
IVIanchester and Southern
New Hampshire, Inc.
The Visiting Nurse Association has been providing the
residents of Auburn with a full range of home health services since
1 965. VNA Board of Trustees and staff take this opportunity to reaf-
firm their commitment to excellence in health care, and to provi-
sion of services designed to ensure that being cared for at home is
safe, comfortable and convenient. VNA home care and community
health services are provided through its affiliates.
VNA Home Health Services, Inc. is Medicare and Medicaid cer-
tified, provides intravenous and enteral therapies; skilled nursing
care; physical, occupational and speech therapies; nutrition
counseling and medical social services; certified home health
aides; Hospice care for the terminally ill; and long term care for the
elderly and the handicapped. Medical equipment, such as beds
and wheelchairs, is also available. Payment for service includes
health insurances, and private payment. Fees are explained to our
patients at the first visit to the home and for those unable to pay the
usual fees, adjustments can be made on an individual basis.
VNA Community Services, Inc. provides free Immunization
Clinics for all age groups monthly and Free Blood Pressure screen-
ing clinics. Watch your local paper for date and place. Foot Care
clinics are held monthly at our 194 Concord Street office by ap-
pointment and blood pressure checks are done weekdays from
1;30-4;00 p.m. Occupational Health programs are provided to
business and industry on site. Parent-Child Health Services in-
clude the Teenage Pregnancy Program, and the Parent-Baby (ad)
Venture Program for children at risk of abuse and neglect, and the
Child Care Connection for child care providers.
VNA Child Care Center provides a full-range of state-licensed
child care, tailored to each child's needs. Programs include In-
fant/Toddler (ages 6 weeks to 36 months); Preschool (ages 3-5);
and Kindergarten (age 5). The center also provides Extended
Care, which is a before and after-school program for children
grades 1 through 6, and special full-day programs during some
holidays, school conference days, and school vacations. Its sum-
mer session provides creative, fun programming for children ages
3 to 1 1 . As needed, VNA also offers families a continuum of coor-
dinated health and social services, both directly from the VNA and
through working arrangements with other community resources.
VNA Personal Services, Inc. provides private duty nurses, home
health aides, homemakers, companions, personal care assistants
and child care in the home.
Town appropriations, grants, United Way allocation and dona-








In January 1989. the Auburn Police Department started its
second full year in the office space made available by the Auburn
Fire Department located on Raymond Road. The Department com-
pleted Its required in-service training on Use of Deadly Force,
instructed by Chief James Gatcomb of the Candia Police Depart-
ment. Lt. Edward Picard completed a one week course taught by
the FBI concerning the Collection and Preservation of evidence.
Lt. Picard worked with the Rockingham County Sheriffs Depart-
ment in presenting the Officer Phil Program to the Auburn Village
School.
In February the Department completed an in-service training
session concerning Edged Weapons and another in-service train-
ing session on Report Writing.
In March the Department completed an in-service training ses-
sion on Officer Survival. Chief Wood completed a course in
Property and Evidence Control Procedures presented by PSTC.
Chief Wood completed a three day course taught by PSTC on
Videotaping in Law Enforcement.
In April the Department completed Its annual in-service training
on DWI-Detection, Apprehension. Arrest, and Prosecutions. Chief
Wood attended a Police Professional Liability Seminar presented
at Babson College by the New England Association of Chiefs of
Police. Chief Wood attended the regional Meeting of the Commis-
sion on Accreditation of Law Enforcement Agencies held in Hart-
ford, CT.
In May Officer Paul Sanford became certified as the Depart-
ments Firearms Instructor. Chief Wood attended a school at Bab-
son College on Command Decision Making Techniques.
IN June Chief Wood and Lt. Edward Picard attended the Univer-
sity of New Hampshire Training in Sexual Assault Investigations
sponsored by the Attorney General. Chief Wood attended the
annual New Hampshire Association Chiefs of Police. Training
courses included Recruitment and Training Issues and Drug
Enforcement and Investigation Issues. Chief Wood was appointed
to the Accreditation Committee, Appointed Chairman of the Train-
ing Committee, and re-appointed Chairman of the Scholarship
Committee.
In July the department completed in-service training on
Advanced Driving School taught by PSTC and held at the Man-
chester Airport.
In August Officer David Flight was hired as full time officer.
Officer Michelle Simard was hired as a part time officer. Chief
Wood completed a Ritualistic Crime Seminar at PSTC. Chief Wood
attended the semi-annual meetingof the Juvenile Justice Commit-
tee of the International Association Chiefs of Police. He presented
his sub-committees report.
In September the department completed an in-servlce training
session of a Simulated Trial Court session in the Auburn District
Court.
In October Lt. Edward Picard, Officer Paul Sanford, and Chief
Wood attended a presentation on Satanism and the Occult
presented by the Rockingham County Law enforcement Associa-
tion. Chief Wood attended the annual International Association of
Chiefs of Police meeting held in Louisville, KY. Training sessions
attended included. .Asset Forfeiture. Physical Fitness Programs.
Juvenile-Kids At Risk, Computers In Police Work, and Current
Police Chief Issues.
In November Officer Officer David Flight graduated from the
New Hampshire Police Academy.
In December Officer Michele Simard was promoted to the posi-
tion of full time police officer.
ON the following pages you will find a summary of activity for the
year 1989.
We of the Auburn Police Department would like to thank the
public safety agencies and you the citizens for your assistance. If
you have a problem, need information, or need assistance, call
483-2922
Respectfully Submitted
Lloyd P. Wood. Chief
Police Department
Box 339











Lights Left On: Alarm:
Vehicles:
Other:
Person to Call in Emergency:.
Mail Delivery Cancelled: Yes
Information:
No Newspaper Delivery Cancelled: Yes No
Tel:.
Date Leaving:. Date Returning:













Person to Call in Emergency:.
Alarm:
Mail Delivery Cancelled: Yes No Newspaper Delivery Cancelled: Yes No
Information:
Tel:.
Date Leaving:. Date Returning:.
Please return to the Auburn Police Dept.
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Tel. #483-2922
Report of the Auburn
Volunteer Fire Department
There were 205 total fire and rescue calls In 1989. Included in
this number were: 8 structure fires, 5 vehicular fires, 1 6 other type
fires, 86 emergency medical calls, 3 hazardous condition calls, 1
service calls, 3 good intent calls and 28 false alarms.
The Auburn Volunteer Fire Department purchased the cardiac
defibrillator and monitor authorized at the 1 989 town meeting. The
recorder unit was obtained from the Elliot Hospital and by July, the
defib unit was in service on Rescue One. The Elliot Hospital EMS
coordinator conducted an intensive twenty-four hour course on
reading and interpreting cardiac rhythms and proper use of the
defib unit which five Auburn EMT's successfully completed.
After careful consideration of the departmental needs, the Fire
Association purchased a computer system. The primary function
of this computer will be to aid communications dispatch with inci-
dent location town roads, water source information and mutual aid
response planning. The computer will track incidents for the state
fire incident reporting system as well as keep inventory, ad-
ministrative records and budget records on file.
The fire department put into service a forestry truck which was
donated by Bo Cooper. This fire apparatus will carry brush fire
equipment and tools and should keep the fire engines out of the
woods.
With money received through donations, the department pur-
chased much needed helmets. Contributions are always accepted
and this money is used to purchase equipment for the fire depart-
ment.
The fire department members volunteer participation in com-
munity activities. Presentations and demonstrations were made at
scouting meetings and to other town organizations. The fire
department worked on the town playground. Bleachers were
picked up from Pinkerton Academy and delivered to the Village
School by the firemen.
Fire Department "athletes" organized a volleyball team and
competed in the Easter Seals tournament. The department "ac-
tors" helped Channel 11 with their fund drive by answering
telephones for an afternoon. Every eight weeks, a band of potential
blood donors troop down to the Red Cross Blood Center.
Training that took place at Station One during 1 989 besides the
defib course included a 60 hour First Responder course, a 6 hour
CPR class and a 24 hour EtVIT refresher program, all taught by
Auburn Fire Department instructors. A hazardous material pro-
gram was also held at the department. These courses were held in
addition to the regular monthly training sessions.
To keep up practical application of fire theory and hands on fire
suppression, the fire department burned three structures. Controll-
ed burning sessions at the Boat House provided practice in fire
evaluation, initial attack, knock down, overhaul and salvage and
the use of survlvairs for search and rescue.
Two Auburn firemen successfully completed air apparatus train-
ing in California and are now certified to maintain and repair
Auburn's many survlvairs. Many long hours are spent by depart-
ment members to keep up their certifications so that the best fire
protection and medical care can be provided to the residents of
Auburn.
Fire Prevention week was observed in October. During the
week, many programs and demonstrations took place at the
school and around town. Besides a fire drill, a jeopardy-type pro-
gram took place. The open house was held at Station One,
decorated with drawings from the Auburn school children. A
muster was the grand finale to a busy, informative week.
Excellent fire prevention information and safety tips are publish-
ed in the town newspaper thanks to the fire department "reporter".
All town residents can benefit from this column.
The fire department participated in Olde Home Days with
games, demonstrations and stand-by for emergencies at the
celebration. A fire truck parade wound through town alerting
townsfolk of the festivities.
All school-age children can still be fingerprinted through a pro-
gram offered by the Women's Auxilliary.
The firemen are dedicated and well trained volunteers. Smooth
operation of departmental matters and policies are conducted by
the fire department officers. All apparatus, fire engines and equip-
ment as well as the building and grounds are maintained by the
firemen.
A reminder: when reporting an emergency, remain clam, speak
clearly and remain on the telephone until the dispatcher has all the
necessary information. Remembering to follow this advice can
make a difference for rapid response to your emergency.
Martin Sullivan
Chief, AVFD
Report of the Town Forest
Fire Warden
Statewide, 550 fires scorched 554 acres in New Hampshire from
January through December of 1989, compared to 498 fires burning
509.1 acres in 1988. However, for the fourth consecutive year, no
notable brush fires are reported in the Town of Auburn.
Leading causes of brush fires continue to be open fires ignited
without permits, burning debris In barrels that get out of control and
children playing with matches. All these causes are preventable
through public awareness and education.
During "dry" times of the year, usually summer and fall, open
fires are banned. Extra care must be taken to prevent accidental
forest fires.
Written permission must be obtained in order to legally kindle an
outdoor fire when there is no snow cover. Permits are Issued only
on the day of a burn and when safe burning conditions exist. An
open fire must never be left unattended. Other times and factors
apply so contact a Forest Fire Warden for information. The public is
reminded according to RSA 224:27 persons burning without a
permit are subject to a $1 ,000.00 fine, a one year prison sentence
and/or reimbursement of the cost of the fire suppression






The Computer Advisory Committee was created by the present
Board of Selectmen to determine the computer needs of our town
and recommend a solution to those needs. Open solicitation for
volunteers was made, and everyone who responded was invited to
participate. A committee of 11 fellow citizens and myself was
formed in September 1989.
To determine Auburn' computer needs, members of the Com-
puter Advisory Committee interviewed each active department
and several other committees. Information from these interviews
was combined to produce a list of computer system requirements
and other features necessary for town business.
Six vendors were identified as suppliers of municipal computer
software and hardware. Each of these vendors presented a
demonstration of their system to the committee and other in-
terested parties. Preliminary proposals were requested based on
the requirements and features as determined by the committee.
After evaluation of each vendor's proposal (including on-going
maintenaance and support costs), the two vendors who products
most closely matched the town's requirements were invited to con-
duct a hands-on demonstration for the town employees. The com-
bined decision of the employees and Computer Advisory Commit-
tee resulted in our written presentation to the Selectmen and
Budget Committee, in adddition to the Warrant Article prepared for
Town Meeting.












Although the level of participation has varied among its
members, the Computer Advisory Committee has spent over 300
hours on this project, not including the use of equipment and other
resources. We believe the recommendations and presentations of






The Solid Waste Committee meets every second and fourth
Tuesday of the month at 6:30 PIV! at the Town Hall. All meetings are
open to the public. Minutes of the meetings are available at the
Selectmen's office.
The main function of the committee, is to monitor, evaluate, and
recommend any policies concerning the Solid Waste Facility.
1989 was a busy year for the committee. Major emphasis was
placed on recycling and facility monitoring.
I would like to thank the committee for their time and effort ex-
pended in their commitment for a better Auburn.
Respectfully,
Debbie Anderson, Chairperson
Members of the Committee
Kurt Cameron Louis Gamache, Selectmen's Representative
Larry Gould Brenda Sandborn
Charlie Kellett Dennis McCarthy
Allison DiPetro — Alternate
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Births Registered in the Town of Auburn
For the Year Ending December 31 , 1989
Date of Birth Name of Child
1988 Births Not Previously Recorded
May 23, 1988 Anne Kathleen Bournival
Nov. 29, 1988 Justin David Despres
Dec. 22, 1988 Benjamin Daniel Chan
Dec. 28, 1988 Courtney Erinn Hunt
1989 Births
Jan. 8, 1989 Julie Nicole Picard
Jan. 21, 1989 Evan Raymond Pratt
Jan. 29, 1989 Taylor Lee Carley
Feb. 9, 1989 Matthew Robert Emery
Feb. 14, 1989 Hunter Hayes Plude
Feb. 22, 1989 Melissa Anne Vallee
Feb. 23, 1989 Thomas Patrick Piccioli
Mar. 1 , 1 989 Shane Wilbur Overman
Mar. 7, 1989 Carly Ann Laliberte
Mar. 22, 1989 Emilia Johanna Bassett
Mar. 28, 1989 Chelsey Ann Grasso
Mar. 29, 1989 Kelly Mane Arnfield
Apr. 4, 1989 Kellie Ann Webster
Apr. 10, 1989 Jennifer Elizabeth Stitt
Apr. 18, 1989 Meagan Jeanne Hemeon
Apr. 20, 1989 Drew Francis Wingate
Apr. 23, 1989 Kayla Ann Measell
May 8, 1989 Stephen James Senter
May 8, 1989 Angela Mane Lambert
May 9, 1989 Emily Helene Cote
May 18, 1989 Kaitlin Elizabeth O'Flaherty
May 21,1 989 Zachary Daniel Robinson
May 25, 1989 Jonathon Dillon Seavey
May 25, 1989 Aimee Elizabeth Marcoux
June 12, 1989 Ashley Lynn Heggelund
June 24, 1989 Jaime Elizabeth Chabot
July 22, 1 989 Evan Thomas Mariotti
July 23, 1989 Erin Alyssa Leary
Aug. 8, 1989 Brian John Gallagher
Aug. 9, 1989 Dane Peter Swenson
Aug. 1 1 , 1989 Alexander Mathew Stanford
Aug. 14, 1989 Kayla Mane Brobst
Aug. 17, 1989 Chantal Lizotte
Aug. 20, 1989 Casey Marie Hirschmann
Aug. 25, 1989 Kevin James Roselle
Sep. 1, 1989 Jason Harper Greeley
Sep. 1, 1989 John Ryan Greeley
Sep. 16, 1989 Jason Marc Hebert
Sep. 21 , 1 989 Devin Joseph Flaherty
Sep. 22, 1989 Marek Tadeusz Stachow
Sep. 27, 1989 Matthew Donald McSweeney
Sep. 29, 1989 David Edwin Locke
Oct. 2, 1989 Steven Chandler Rice
Oct. 3, 1989 Aimee Susan Trudel
Oct. 4, 1989 Alyssa Nicole Hoffacker
Oct. 5, 1989 Kevin Alan Stein
Oct. 16, 1989 Sara Beth Murray
Oct. 17. 1989 Kevin Patrick Wnuk
Oct. 21 1989 Robert Joseph Kelly
Oct. 30, 1989 Andrew John Polanik




















David D. Hemeon III





























































































































I certify that the above is correct according to the best of my knowledge and belief.
Nancy H. Gagnon, Town Clerk
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Marriages Registered in the Town of Auburn, N.H.
For the Year Ending December 31 , 1989
Date Groom's Name Residence
(The following not previously recorded for the year 1981)
July 25, 1981 George William Finch Auburn, N.H.
Aug. 1, 1981 Michael T. McCarthy Manchester, N.H.
Aug. 28, 1981 Rodney L. Crete Auburn, N.H.
Mar. 18, 1989
Deaths Registered in the Town of Auburn
For the Year Ending December 31 , 1989
Date of Death Place of Death Name
Death not previously registered for the year 1988
June 11. 1988 Manchester, NH. Marion E. Preston
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CARADEOIAN EI AL$, CHARLES P
GARA6E0I AN.CHAS P PAUL JP C JACK
GARABEDI AN.JACK (. CHARLES t, PAUL
GARABEOI AN. JACK 6 CHARLES C PAUL
GARABEDI Ar^ VERONICA
GARDNER C ANDERSON
GARDNER, PAUL V El DEBORAH H
GARLAND. KENNETH J JR C MARVANNE
GARON.EL l2AefTH A ( RICHARD G
GARON, PHILIP H t ELIZABETH A
GARRlSUNtELLEN S
GARVIN, FORREST fc BERTHA
CAUTHUR, HELEN A
GEflRT Y. MICHAEL T C SUSAN M
GEISHAN, RICHARD E C GEMMA M
GELINAS. DANIEL A L MILDRED I
CENDRON.ARMAND C
GENDRCN.OAVlD R C COLEITE
SENURON, MICHEL P C OENISE J
GENNET Tl , JOHN J f. JANICE M
GEOFFBlJY C ROBINSON
GEORGE, PAUL J
GEOPCOULAKOS , CHERYL M
CERL1T2, WAYNE T C TERESA
CERRI SH, SCOTT JR C ELUABETH M
CERVAIS, BRI AN C £. MAUREEN E
GHEORCHI Y.PAUL C HELEN
CIBBY, GRANT t L SuANEE A
CIBBY.GRANI A C. SuANEE A
GlNALSKl .EnwAPD T I LOUISE E 014-008
CIUVAGNOL I , DANIEL R C DONNA L 013-039-001
GIHOUA {. MORIN 001-016-009
CIENNAN, RICHARD N L JANE M 004-013-002
GLIDDEN, EUGENE H C MARGUERITE L 005-09>-001
GOOBEY, JAMES H C JOSEPHINE H 005-027-002
GODIN, MICHAEL ft C BARBARA 015-010
GOLD, ROBERT t MARLENE C 005-002-001
GOLDSTEIN, DAVID B C CAROL 001-036-016
GONZALES ,NOREEN 009-033
GCNZALES, THOMAS F 009-033-001
GOODRICH, PERRY C C SHARON H 007-016-006
CUODWIN ESTATE ET AL, DOROTHEA F 021-015
GQUDHlh,RCfiERT A 011-007-001
GUONAN.T HUMAS 020-008
CORDON, MAX M C DONNA M 005-009-012
GOREY HEIRS, BEATRICE A 031-OO4
GORE Y,KAR vFY A 031-004
GOSSEIIN t FRISELLA 013-007-003
GOSSELIN C FRISELLA 013-029
COSSEL IN. ARTHUR L YVONNE 013-010
GOSSEL IN. ARTHUR t YVONNE 013-011
COSSEL IN, RAYMOND C KATHLEEN OOi-006-001
COTT, ALICE COUIINHO 013-040-001
GOULD. LAWRENCE S C BERNARD 002-00&-006
COULD. NORMAN H JR C LOUISE 01l-04i-003
GPACIA C MUSE 011-037-008
GRAMAT IKAS.GARY A L PAMELA 018-052
CRAMLING.OAVIO 018- 05+- 006
GRANOFF.MARK S C ELAINE D 006-060-005
GRANT, HADE A C BRENOA K 019-002
GRANT, WADE A f. BRENOA K 02O-0O2-002
GRANT. MADE A L BRENDA K 019-002-001
GRASSO, CHARLES A JR t STACEY A 0O9-O16-016
CRAVELINE. GERALD J C SANoftA 005-0/4
GREEe. RONALD E t LAUREEN M 005-009-001
GREELEY, ALFRED L t JILL H OOl-OlV-002
GREEN, OAR LENE I 012-002
GREENE. DAVID K C LAURIE 015-01/
CRECOIPE. ARTHUR t. MARGARET UU5-081
OBEOOIRE. DANIEL N C ELLEN T 012-020-003
CfiEGOIBE .PriBERt L 005-098-001
GREG'JIRE .IHUMAS J C ANN MARIA 020-027
GRENIER.LAmRCNCE W C HELEN C 004-021
CRENIER. ROBERT L C SHIRLEY A 026-028
GRIFFIN, DAVID S 006-007
GRIFF IN. DAVI S 011-01
3
GRIFFIN. DAVlO S 004-016
GRIFF IN, DAVID S L MARY F 007-029
GRiFF IN, GEORGE 010-05
A
OR IFF IN, GEORGE R 010-006
GRIFF IN, GEORGE R 010-035-000
GRIFF IN, GEORGE R 011-016
GRIFF IN, GEORGE R 010-005
GRIFFIN. JAMES e£ ELZIRE 022-013
GRIMM C VOSS 01/-084











































































































































































































































































































































































































C'OCE, GEORGE £ KATHLFEN D
GRODEN C LUNA-r.RnOEN
GR0S5I. RALPH E t CAROLE A
GROSSMIIH. DANIEL b PafRICIA
GR'JSSMH M.UANI EL C (. PATRICIA
GRZiwACZ C BLACK-GR^YWACZ
GOAL. RAUL fc SARA
GUA (.NURMAND
GUJIBEAULT ,L£0 C PAULINE fl
GUILD. CAVIO E t SUSAN K
GUIMUND. JOSEPH £ MARY
GUINESSO.CARl H L FRIKA C
GUlNESSO.CAPL JR L kATHY
CUINESSO.JAMtS
CUINFSSO, JAMES ANDREW
GULA, JOSEPH J C MONICA J
OUST AVSEN, RICHARD B C MARJORIE R
GUY.IHUHAS F C MARY R
HACKLER.IVAH I. RLSAMOND
HAi E. EDWIN D L OLIVE M
HALES. ARTHUR J L ANN
MALLSTROM.MM C
HAMILTON L WEFO
HAMILTON, JOHN H L COLLEEN A
HANrYSIDE L HESELTON
HANlEY.PAIBl CI A M
HANION.MMCHELL B C KATHLEEN
KANNAFQPD. ERNEST J C HELENA
IIANNAFURO, RAYMOND w C CHRISTINE
HANSCUHB .FRANC IS A
HARNUH, ROBERT G t. LILyAN
HARNUH, ROBERT G JP
hAHCN CORPORATION
HARR IS. CHRISTOPHER I C ELLEN
HARP IS, E ILEEN
HARtFORO, ROBERT H £ JEANNETIE R
HARwnOD KEIRS.RUTH E
HASELION.DANA
HASHEM.IHCMAS P £ DIANE
HASKINS. WARREN C ESTHER
HAYES, BUOERT F £ AMY S
HEAD, GREGORY A £ DEBOPA F
HEACD, JAMES F £ LORRAINE N
HEALO.EHERSUN C £ HAPION S
HEALY.JOHN J £ JUDY R
MEALY.ThDMAS P JR £ PATRICIA H
HEBERT C ROBICHAUD
HEBEPT.F RANCIS E £ MARIE A
HEBERT.HARC A £ MARIE V
HEBCRT .THOMAS J £ CyNIHIA A
HECKAIKIRNE. PUSS ELL L £ PAULINE
HEDDEP IG, KENNETH £ DEBORAH
HEGGELUND. ALBERT V £ TERESA L
HE IBERC, EDWARD T £ KATHLEEN M
HEIDER.PAUL F JR £ LINDA
HEHEON. DAVID D III £ CHRISTINE C
HENDERSON. CURTIS J JR C CLARE A
HENDERSON. FREDEP ICK
HENLEY, MITCHELL P £ PAMELA S
HENRY. JACKSON M £ CONSTANCE «
HERBERT C HANLCY
HERLIHY. KERRY C RACHEL









HULl ARI),MAPK A £ M GINA
HILLS C BANKS
HiLLSGPUWEtLINWUOO E £ DALE B
HINME £ 6R0MN
HINKLEY, RICHARD B £ MARY ANN
HIRSCHMANN. CLAUDIA E
FIICHEN.NARPEN £ LILY E
(«_IBDS .FRANK F t JANICE E
HOUeS.ST EVEN C
HCBSDN. MERRILL £ BARBARA C
MU'^FACKFB.DALE E £ JANET A
HCI FMAh. JOSEPH £ SHIRLEY A
HUILEN. JOSEPH H £ SUN HEE
hULMES, ROBERT L £ DENISE M
liiJCD. LINDA A
HURION.S YLVIO W £ MURIEL
HL'RNE. ALBERT P £ JOYCE
HOWARD TRUST EE.DfAN C
HUWARD. ETHAN V III £ LvNNE
HUWELI .BARBARA
Hft INCHUK.RAIHUNO A £ OHNNA M
^PUBIEC, JAMES £ MARY E
liiJJAR.nAVIO J £ RENEE
HUJAR, JOSEPH £ MARY
HUJAR. PHILIP £ VERA
HUNT, JOSEPH B £ ER PJN
rUNZEKER .WILLIAM A




IRELArjD. THOMAS K £ JANICE L
ISAAK.DAPOABA L
ISABEL .MAURICE
ISABtllE .JOSEPH P C SHEILA
ISHAM.DARRELL S £ LINDA L
ISLAM. 21 A £ SAMINA
JACKI TIS, LOUIS R £ CAROL M
JflCKMAH.PAUL £ JEArJNlNE
JACkSUN. ARTtlUR J £ 6ETTE L
JACKSCN, PCONEY P t DEBORAH
JACOB. RICHARD L £ MICHELLE J
JACCUSCN. ALFRED £ NANCY
JACOBSFN. DONALD L £ JUDITH
JAHROCAL ICE
JAHBOG, THOMAS M
JAMRUG. THOMAS M £ ALICE A
JAMROZ.WAL lER W
JAMROZ.uALTER U C PATRICIA S
JAhtLlE, RICHARD





JENKINS, JEFFREY D £ PATRICIA
JENNESS, MICHAEL E
JENNINGS .JAMES K £ KiM
jrNNttjCS .MARIE F
JODOIN.GEORGF £ ANITA M
JUDCIN, LOUIS J £ GLADYS S
JODUIN, MICHAEL A £ D|AN£ C
JCHNSON.CHARl ES J £ MARY L
JCHNSOrj, JOIN A























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































JUIitJ'iILlNiRUBERT L t GRACE A
JIIUH£BI, r IMUTHr f C JOAN
JIJtCF.EDHUNn L CEC ILE
KANE.MICHAFL & t ANNETTE ^
KARPINSK t, JOHN C WICIURIA R
KARR, ARCHIE R £ CARHELLA p
KA^AH IS. STEVEN N t I ISA A
htAriNC.PAUL F JB C H BARBARA
REClEt.PEIfB N £ HEATHER H
KEHUE.HARK G t. OEBnnAH A
KEllEIT EI ALS, CHARLES
KtLlETT, CHARLES £ BESSIE J
ttElLF*, CATHERINE A
KELl IHER ,tHO«AS H L CATHY A
KELL¥, JOSEPH H C JUNE A
KElLlf.MARK C MAUREEN
HtLLKt THOMAS J C JOAN G
KEN^EV.PAUL R £ CIANE H
KENNE V*HARREN £ JOHANriA
KERONEM. OAvl D R £ NANCT A
HElS. HAROLD P £ CHAfilDTTE E





KING. PETER t LILLIAN
KINoSeUR I.BARBARA H
KIRIAKOUTSOS. PETER J £ ELAINE H
KIT IREniiE.ST EPHEN £ JANICE
KLOC EK HElRSfANNA
KlUCER, JOSEPH C ARLENE
KLUC.HARA ANNETTE
KLUG. MARGARET
KNOX. BRUCE C C SU/AliNE
KQMUT .RICHARD A £ RUBvN LE
KUHARIDIStALEX L SARAH E
KGHARIOIS. NICHOLAS £ EvA
KQMISAR.RO* F £ ANNE
KCRAvOS. MICHAEL L £ JOANNE
KCUFOPOULOS, TOM C £ THERESE L
KRESGE.CARL A £ TEPESA M
KRISANOA, MICHAEL J £ CINDY L
KROHN, PArHONO L £ JOAN 6
Ki>CH4RC2rK, JOSEPH J £ HAHir
KIICHARC^rK, JOSEPH R
kiJEHL.DAVIO E £ JEAN
KUSTHA, STANLEY E JOSEPHINE
lABBEtJEAN PAUL £ VOLANDE
LABBEtROGER M £ CAROL P
L AOOREiRICHARD J C CHERYL A
LABRIEiJEAN C £ ANNETTE M
LACET. RONALD E JR £ MURIEL F
lACHANCE.LUC ft t SANDRA M
LACOUPSE. GERALD P £ JUNE
LACOURSE, RICHARD C JOAN V
LACOURSE. ROBERT J £ CECILE
LACOY, RUBER! E £ lAMBLYNNE
IflCBOU, GERALD V C JOANNE
LAC^ .ROBERT A £ RITA R
LADOUCEUfl.PAUL D £ JUDITH
lAFAir, STEPHAN B
LAFLAHME .MARK C £ MOrJIUUE
lAFOUNTAlN. RICHARD P £ DONNA C
LAGANA, JAMES F £ DEBCRAH A
lAGUE.HE IRS OF LEONA 1
LACUE.NDHMANn £ PAULETTE
LAKE. BRADLEY J £ ANtJA MARIE
LALIBERT E. ALBERT
lAl I6EBT E.ALBERT £ TRACY
LAL IBERT E.OENIS £ CATHERINE
LAL IBFRI E.MARTIN L £ ALICE
LALYS RE ALT! TRUST 1 1
LAMARCHE. ALBERT A £ SANDRA J
lAHARINE .FREOOV
LAMBERT. DAVID C LAURA J
LAMBERT. RONALO A C MARGARET M
LAMBERT. SCOTT P £ JACQUELINE R
LAMBERT .IHORHALD A £ HELEN H
lAMUNTAr,NE, JOSEPH C C LUCY
LANCTOT £T AL, BERTHA M
LANDRY. ARTHUR R £ JULIA H
lANDRV.JOHN R £ THERESE L
LANE.MATTHEH F
lANGA, FREDERIC S £ MICHELLE A
LAPOINTE .PATRICIA HCCQNNELL
LAPPAS, MICHAEL T C JUDITH A
LARIVIERE, DAVID C £ GLORIA J
L4TUCH ETALS, DAVID F SR
LAVENTURE.LEONARD £ JANICE
LAVIGNE.REJEAN J £ LILLIANNE
I AVOIE .JEFFREY N £ LINDA C
LAVOIE .JOAN C
lAvOIE.LUCIANNA
lAVCIEiROGER G £ LORRAINE G
lAvaiE.RONALD £ BARBARA
lAVOI E.RONALD A £ BARBARA H
LAWRENCE , JACQUELINE A
lEACH-LOVEJOY, LINDA A
LEAPY, FRANCIS J £ SHARON K
LEE. BERNARD £ BARBARA A
LEFRANCO IS.blLlI AM F C PAMELA
lEi.ERE,R ICHARO M £ GAIL
lEGROS.PETFR M
LEHAV.MARK T C JOANN L
lEMlRE.LEO P




L£NEHAi4. JOSEPH E £ KAPFN M
LEOrjARO.HARK J £ OU'JNA H
LEONARD. RICHARD C £ GFRALDIN^
lESMERISES.GFRALC t JUDITH
LESSARO. ARTHUR J £ GABRIELLE
LESSARD. GILBERT R £ NANCY K
LESSARD, ROBERT S £ IRENE
lEVtSOUE, JOHN B t OERURAH J
LEVtSQUE .RAYMOND P £ D^^NA M
LEWANDOWSKI. ALBFR! J £ TRUDY




LIU8Y. JOHN J JR C MARI E A
LINDH.ANNE M
lirJUH.CARL £ MARY J




LLOYD, AlViN E £ PEGGY C
LOCKE, CHAf;LES
LOCKE, EDNURD £ PAULINE
LOCKE, RICHARD E £ KATHLEEN M
LOCUE, MICHAEL H £ LOUISE G
LQISELLE, DAVID C £ LISA A
LONG, ANDREA
LQNG.PUBERT £ LORETTA



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































I IJI'I S, ANTHONY J £ REULAH
LUKU, CATHERINE 6






















LUPENLiO CONSTRUCTION CO INC
LUUGMLIN.MARI IN F £ MARGARET M
IDVEL Y.I HOMAS C
LUICMA, JOSEPH F
LUNNIE .IRVING H £ FV A
LUSSIE R.DENNIS P C CHERYL A




MflCDUtJALO, DONALD F £ CHARLOTTE H
MACUUNALOtPAUL INE
MAC DUMALO, PAUL INE
MACDUIJALD.PAUl iNE
HACFADUEN. VIRGINIA G
MAC INT (RfcANGUS A £ JOANNE H
MACK.hlLLIAM p £ CAROLE A
MAFFEE ,MARI-LYNN
KACANilNl BROS REALTY INC
HAGD2I AR2. FRANCIS
MAG07I ARi, FRANCIS S
MACD2IAS7, DANIEL H £ BFvEHLY
MAGGOIRE .FRED F C IQRA L
MAGOON.MICHAEL J £ KARfN L
MAHi'NEY, STEPHEN J £ SUSAN A
MAILHOI
,
ROBERT A JR £ KATHLEEN
MAKBIS.LESLIE J L JANICE M
fAlANDRINCPAUl J £ KAREN L
fALO, ROGER J £ DORIS T
MANCHESTER BOWHUNIERS
MANCHESTER MOTOR BOAT CLUB
HANEIAS HEIRS
MANNING C SCOTT
MANNOL ini, VINCENT L £ NANCY S
MANSEAU, RICHARD R £ PATRICIA C
MANVILLE, ROBERT ALBERT
MABCHAND.CEDRGE E £ VICTORIA E
MARC INIAK. ELAINE
MARCOUX. EDWARD H £ KATHLEEN A
MAR inTT I ,0AV i;? C C DIANE 6
HARKLEY, lEHBY L C JUDITH A
MARQUIS, LEO C CAROLYN




MABIEL .ROBERT T £ ELUA6ETH M
MART IN £ BEGIN
MARTIN, PETER F £ BONNIE F
MART IN.P ICHARD P £ MARGUERITE A
MAP T I N, RONALD R £ NANCY E
MAR^H'FF .DONALD £ PAULA T
MASOfJ, BRUCE A C JEANNE
MASON. JEANNE A £ BRUCE A
MASSARES IC YACHT CLUB
KAIAM INVESIMENT ASSOC
MA I HE S.NANCY
MAIHES, NANCY
MATTE, SI EVE R £ LINDA G
MAVROCEORGE.GARY £ L INOA
MAXWELL (HENRY A £ CAROL
fAfFAlR PROPERTIES iNC





MAVNARD. jnSFPH M £ CAROL A
MAYDtJUHN R £ WILMA S
MAiUREK, JOSEPH J
MCCARTHY. DENNIS G £ MELISSA A
MCCARTHY. DENNIS G £ MELISSA J
MCCARTHY, MICHAEL T £ REBECCA S .
MCCASSEY, EVERETT S £ ANN E
MCCONNACHIE, ARTHUR £ DOIJNA
MCCONNACHlE,GERMA|NE £ ARTHUR
HCCR0RY.6ILL £ HFIDI
HLOUNALD, JAMES M £ EILEEN L
MCDDUGALC. CHARLES J £ CAROL ANN





HCFARL AND. LINUS £ LUCIENNE
MCFARLANO.LUCIENNE
MCGRATH, THOMAS J £ PATRICIA
NCININC'I, RALPH A
MCJUARY, STEVEN F £ SANDRA L
MCMLLOP. MICHAEL F £ MARY G
MCLAUGHL IN, RONALD E £ CHRISTINE
MCLINIXK.OC'NALD C C DONNA J
*>CMILLAN £ I ERREUX
HCNAV, DAVID £ SANDRA
^-CSWEENE Y.HARK J £ ANNE S





MERCIEP. RALPH £ BERNICE
HtRflILL, BRUCE K
MERRILL, GEORGE P C LISA A




^•ICHAUO. DONALD E £ KAIHRYN A
MICHAUO.GARY 6 £ CAROLYN E
MILES, PETER W £ LORRAINE M
MIILER.BRADLEV T £ MARY A C
MILLER. CLIFFORD U E msrthA E
MILLER. RICHARD P £ MARION L.
MILLER, WILLIAM J £ CAROLE E
flLNE. NOPMiN F JR
fILNE, NORMAN F JR £ A^N
E
MILNE. ROBERT J £ BARBARA
MirjAK IN. FRANK A £ JUfl I I H E
M INAKIN, FRANK A SR £ JUDITH
HINNON, ROBERT W £ JOAN
MI TCHELL , BRUCE D t WANDA M
MI VILLE. RICHARD J C JEANNINE
HOHER. RICHARD W JR £ SYLVIA
MOHN, LARRY J £ FRANCES A
MOLAK £ ACKERSON
MONAHAN. BENJAMIN G £ SHIRLEY-LYN 006-066-011 LB



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































HQNTOURtHlLl I AH H L CAVLF ft
MOOUT.HftMltEN C JB
HOURADUN.AlBeRI C CHOISTINE
MlKlRE.OflVlD C JR £. JUAN £
HOUBE.KILIDN P C JOHANNA E
MUORf .RICHtWD t PfllRICIA L
HOtUlN.E JOSEPH C DENISE H
MUBEL.Ll 5ft M
MURENCT, RICHARD R C CLftUOEITE
HURENCV*ROGER L C CATHERINE
»<ORlN.CERftflO A C LORRAINE t
NURINfRUBERI L t. OEBHRAM L
HORIET .JOKN J
NURRIS.RCfiERT C L CHRISTINE I
MURRISCM.KEHBLE D i. KAREN i.
HOTILEUSKI .TIHOTHV J L SUZAFJNE
HUT.HARR
V
fn;o^E N,2 IGHONO C LORRAIFJE
MU[i{R,R1 CKftRO K C PAULA
MULL ETl £ GRUFF
HULLE IT L VIRR
HURPHt.JOHN C LAURA H
HURRAir L CilAPHftN
HURRAY .EDKUNH B L KAREN J
HllRRAr .JANES J JR C HARRrftNlJE
MUSifNSM, JMH/J
HiEPSiGARRV R t nONNA L
NACf^EL .MICHAEL J L SANDRA H
NADEAU. JOSEPH J L OFBORAH L
NftSTEK.THAOOeUS J C TERESA M
NELSUN.HARLAN C III
KELSON.RONALQ N L CAROL A
NESeil T t MI LLER-NESPI TT
NETISMEN, MICHAEL J f. THERESA L
NEVEU.PAUL E SR t MABCABEI
NEN ENGLAND T EL L TELE
NEW HAMPSHIRE ELECTRIC COOP INC
NEM HAMPSHIRE, SI ATE OF
NEWALL .CEOR&E E JR t JEAN R
NtbOilRF .CHARLES E t IRIS E
NEHLUN, DAVID R L GATE L




NICKUL ASiOAVID k C ANITA F
MXUN. ISASELLE J
NUHMAND,HA1)EL>N J
NOflPIS. ROBERT f, SHlRLET
NURPIS. ROBERT I. SHIRLEY N
NQRRlS.ROeERT JR C DEBORAH D
NORTHEAST SCALE
NUirES.CLIFtON R i SANDRA J







NrE.r.EBALD J C VEfiNA
NrE. JOSEPHINE
MTE, JOSEPHINE
NYE, RICHARD C BARBARA
NTEiVFRNA V
OBEGC ME IRS.E
CeRlEN, DAVID S C CATHIEEN A
CCUNNELL, ROBERT I t CARROLL A
DFLAIIERT V, ROBERT J L CAROL A
CLEART.RCBERT J £ JUDITH E
Ul IVE IRA. MANUEL A C L I NDft D
U IVE IRA. MANUEL A C LINDA D
OLIVER. ROBERT A t ANNE H
ONE IL. JOHN L SMERVL L
ONE IL, JOSEPH M t L ISA A
ONEIL.TIMOInr M t JftNEI L
OREF.HARVEir C BARBARA
DUELLETTE.JOAN
CUELIETT E.PAUL D t NANCir J
OVERMAN, JAMES C t MIRIAM
OWEN. EDI TH
CWEN.ELL IDT F C HELEN L
CWEN, RICHARD G L ANN L
PAHIbl AN, CRAIG V
PALMER .RDBERI C C LOIS T
PANE. PHIL IP J C KAREN A
PftNGRAjE .ROBERT F ( CAROLYN
PANZIERI ENTERPRISES INC
PAN^ lERI . ANGELO C DIANE
PANZIERI .CARL A
PANZIERI .RONALD C
PAPPAS.PFTCR C L PATRICIA
PAOUETTE.PAUL A (. KARt ANNA
PARENT. HERVE P C ALEXINA S
PftRENT.R DENNIS
PARIAN L OAKLEY









PARKS, BRUCE P t CHARLOTTE A
PAROOI.PAUL R L SUZANNE E
PABHAWAY .RALPH t MERLEE
PAIEMAUOF. JAMES V t NANCY E
PAINAUDE C BFPNl ER










PEACOCK, RALPH S, CHERYL
PEARSON C SHOUP
PECK.CIIFION D C PAMELA E
PECK. DENNIS L DEBORAH
PEEKE C CRUI EftU
PEKAH, THOMAS J C PAULA '
PELHAM, ALEXANDER R
PELLET lER t OEV I NE
PELLET lER. DENNIS














ROwEN t EMERSON PEAITI' COftP
RDHLINCS.RnBEBT S
PGT.NORHAh L DIANE
RUV. NORMAN C DIANE
flUV, NORMAN t DIANE
flUir.PERdir P C SHARON G
FUir.fl JOHN C OONNA L
ROrCE.UONALO E II C HELEN




RIIVFR. ROBERT J L MARY I
PilSIN,HANDA
RUSSELL, MAREL E
ROSSO, JOHN ( CHERifL
RUSSO. THOMAS C SUZANNE
RVAN.FREO L SANOr
SACKR ISCN.EOHIN i LOUISE
SALACH.IHADDFUS b C JUDITH {
SALO. PETER C CELESTE
SAMSON CONSTRUCT ION,
C
SAHSUN, ALBERT J £ PAULINE
SAMSON,CELESTE M
SANBORN, ALFRED N JR
SANBORN. DUANE R L ESTHER R
SANFORO.FREDER ICK H L NANCr
SflNfORO. KENNETH C WINIFRED
SANFORO, KENNETH L WINIFRED
SANFORO. KENNETH t WINIFRED






SARETT E. DAVI D t CAT





SAUTERiWlLLI AM K (.
SAVAST ANO. DAVID E I
SAHTER L LORING
SAiiYER,HA6EL H
SCARPETT l.DAV ID J
SCHANCK, ROBERT H C SUZANNE H
SCHIBBELHUTE EtALS.FDW
SCHMIDT ET AL, PETER OTTO
SCHHlOICHEN.GARr C HARV
SCHUF lELD.MICHAFL R C CONSTANCE
SCHOLBF.BREir R C ELIZABETH
SEAVEV AOHN. EVERETT W
SEAVElf AOHN.EVEF'EIT W
SEAVEY AOHN. EVERETT H
SEAWEir AOMN. EVPRETT w
SEAVEY.EWERETT H
SEAVEY. EVERETT W
SEAVEY,RALPH M L KAREN J
SEDGWICK .JAMES D t, NANCI C






SELL. RICHARD H C FIWABEIH
SENECHAL.ROLANO A t LORRAINE P
SERENITY HUMES INC
SH4CKELT0N, RICHARD t DOROTHY
SHAHABIAN. GEORGE A L ROSE T
SHAND, PETER M t ELLEN W
SHANKS ,GOACE
SHERMAN, ROBERT L f. JOANNE
SHIBLES.OALE A (. KATHRVN P
SHI ELDS C STODDARD
SUVA HEIRS, JOHN
SILVER BIRCH REALTY TRUST




SINGER, DONALD E (. DIANE L
SI WIRSKI .DENNIS S C BARBARA ft
SIWKO.IRENEUSi t JANINA
SlHKO.IRENEUSZ £ JANINA
SKEFFINGION. THOMAS E C KAREN L
SLINE. THOMAS C t JUNE fl
SMAGULA. HENRY JR C JUDITH L
SMITH C ANCT IL-SMITH
SMI TH L MARQUIS
SMITH £ ROCKWOOD
SMITH, GEORGE F L JEAN
SMITH. JOHN b L EILEEN I
SMITH. KENNETH F L NANCY 8
SMITH. LESLIE D C IRIS E
SMITH, PAUL E t DEBORAH J
SMITH, WILLI AM t SHIRLEY
SNOWOALE, DONALD K
SNCWDDN, RICHARD JR £ MICHELL
SOFFNEB. WALTER M
SOPEL. THOMAS C
SORPENT INO. BRUCE R £ BARBARA B
SOUIE, ERNEST E
SOULE. ERNEST £ t SANDRA J
SUUTHHURTH, STEVEN £ DIANE
SOMA, DONALD H
SawA,MADDY H C JOSEPHINE
SOMA, MARK G £ LINDA H
SPENCER. RICHARD JR £ GAIL
SPIRLiU,CHR|STOS
SPIROU.CHfllSTOS
SI DENIS, JOSEPHINE H
ST JEAN, CHANEL L £ SHARON C
ST JEAN, MICHAEL R
ST JEAN.WAVNE £ PAULA
ST OURS. LEO H L DEBftA E
ST PETERS CATHOLIC CHJRCH
ST PIERRE. JANE A
ST PIERRE, MARTHA







STACY, JOSEPH P C LAUREL
STANLETtRCeEBT C £ BARBARA A
STARK, FRANK £ SHIRLEY
SIARRETT .LESTER F £ MONICA R
STAVROU, MICHAEL R £ MARtHE
STEARNS, HERBERT C III £ ELAINE











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































STEEVfS, JONATHAN W £ GLORIA E
SIEIN.BPUCE P £ CAROL L IHORSIEN
St EINEH, RICHARD H
ST EPHEN<;Ch, JOtIN E £ DONNA J
STEWART. DAVID £ DEBORAH G
STEWART .DEBORAH G
STEWART, RUTH I
SIEWARl.SCOI T £ CAIHRVN R
STILES 1967 TRUST. HOWApO t JANE
STIIT .GEORGE A £ JANE E
STONE. ST ANLEr S £ CELIA
SIOWE .EDWARD H
STRANAHAN.WILL lAH G
STBATCMKO. GEORGE £ CHERYL
STRITCH.C rONALD £ BERTHA C
SIURTE VANl .BOPERT C C DOROTHY P
SULLIVAN, ANN £ PU5SELL
SULLI VAN.DFNNI S P £ JANET E
SULLIVAN, F RUSSELL £ AMALIA
SULLIVAN.r RUSSELL £ AMALIA
suit I VAN, JOHN J
SULLIVAN, MART IN J C CVNIHIS J
SULL I VAN. MICHAEL D £ MARIE E
SUIL IVAN. MICHAEL P £ CORLISS C
SULL I VAN, RUSSELL C £ ANN
SULL IVAN. SHAWN F £ OFBRA L
SURPRENANT ,CAV|D A £ SUSAN A
SUTTON, DONALD F t ORA G
SWEENEY, JOAN
SWEENEY, JOAN
SWEENEY, JCHN £ JOAN
•WENSON, PETER J £ LISA E
SYKES, EILEEN R t HEIRS OF EDGAR
SYL VAIN, JOHN H
SYLVESTER. GLENN H £ SHEILA I
SYLVIA. DAVID A £ KATHLEEN A
TAMACNa,SIEPHFN A £ DEBORAH M
TANNER, RONALD J £ DIANE H
TARDIFF, JOHN H
TARDIFF.JOHN M L SUSAN A
TARR Y.ST EPHEN G t SUSAN P
lASILLO.J JAMFS JR C SUSAN
TAYLOR. ROBERT B £ AL ICE L
lENN. JAMES J C SYLVIA
THAYER. KENNE TH C £ DIANE M
THEUS. LEWIS J £ CAROL A
IHEOS, LEWIS J £ CAROL A
THERIAULT , IRENE H
THERRI AULI .CHARLES £ LINDA L
THERE) I AULT, CHARLES U £ LINDA L
THEBRIEN. DENNIS R
THERRIEN.PAUL £ MARILYN H
THEPBIEN, PAULINE E
rHERftlEN.THtUBALO A £ JEANNE A
IHIBOULT .eRl AN J £ SUSAN A
THOMAS. EUGENE £ rniLOMENA
THOMAS, JAMES H £ LEONA
IHOMAS, WILLI AM E C WENOY C
IHCHPSON, JAMES D £ LINDA L
THOMPSON, LOUIS M C GAIL B
THOREIL JR, GEORGE W
THORELL .DENNIS C
THOPELL, HARPY J £ D MARION
THORNE .RONALD W £ PATRICIA ANN
TI6BFT TS, DOUGLAS F
TIROLLO £ GAGE
TITC0M6 JR. WALLACE A
TIICOMB,LUCI LLE B
TOPEY.MARK N £ KAREN E
TQLSTAO. JEFFREY 1 t MICHELE H
TOHASlK, HELEN C £ OLGA F
lOHPKlNS .KURT F £ SUSAN M
lOPLl FF. HUBERT J £ KATHRYN R
TORRE, DAVID R
TOTO, ANTHONY C SB
TOURVlLLE, MICHAEL P £ JULIETTE L
TOUSIGNANT (DAVID E £ MARYJANE H
TOHIE ESTATE, BEATRICE M
TOMNE £ DOLLARO
TOWNE . BARBARA JEAN
ICwNE. CHARLES R JR £ HELEN M
TOWNE. HAROLD C PRISCILLA
TOWNE .HAROLD H £ PRISCILLA M
TUUNE, HAROLD W L PRISCILLA M
ICmNE, HAROLD W L PRISCILLA M
lOwNE.HARULD W f. PRISCILLA H
IBACroH TBLP SCHOOL OF NH INC
TRACY. OAVlD L £ MURIEL





IPOTT , LAWRENCE A £ ELIZABETH ANN
TROIT, PATRICIA C t BRENDA C
TRUDEAU, DAVID H £ LORETIA R
TRUDEL , DANIEL A L SUSAN A
lUF IS .GARY W
lURCZYN.JOHH A
UNI TED SAVINGS BANK
UNIVEPSIT r OF NH
UNKNOWN QwrJEBSHlP
UPHAH, THOMAS H £ GRACE E
VAILLENCOURT. DAVID £ MURIEL
VALLEE .MICHAEL J C ALISON C
VAN DRIESEN.DEBBA J
VAN LAARHOVEN.GARY £ HOLLY R
VAHDCfiruTTEN.RUOYA £ DIANE J
VANNAH, GEORGE A
VANNI, STEVEN J £ JOCELYN M
VARGAS*HAYNE M L ANN MARIE
VAUGHN. JOHN J £ PAULA v
VECCHIONE, PETER
VERRYT .EDWARD J £ ANNE M
V1LLEN£UVF_, PAULINE E
VINCENT, PAUL £ THERESE D
VINCENT .RONALD t KATHLEEN
VINSON. KARFN
VISCARELLO. KENNETH A £ ANNA G
vols INE .ROLAND £ MINNIE
VOSSL ER.CEnHGE C £ MARYSE H
VYTAL.JOHN J £ LINDA H
VYTAL.JOHN J £ LINDA H
MADE, JOHN P III £ BRENDA S
WAGNER. ALFRED £ BARBARA
WAITE.CARL H £ KARYL L
WALDRON £ WHITE
WALKER. DAVID D
WALLEN.CARr A t JILL M
WALZ. THOMAS M £ LINDA A
WARD £ HARTIN-WARD
UARDWELL .RICHARD W L MARCIA
WARREN. FORREST H
WARREN.KENNITH M £ DOROTHY J
OU-020
hARREN.I HUMAS H £ HARILTN R
hATSUN.CHESt EH n t JEflNEIie M
kAIIS.CL VDE
^A| tS.Cl TOE n C JEWELL




WEISS , JOSETH A L IRMA
hELCH.JUHN fBANCIS
hENIHUhl H.DAVIO L L CHRISTINE (
WEIIIEPBf E.CAIMEr INE E
NCIHEROt E.HUANF C JULIA
hllEAtUM.CALVIN B L SHIRLEr E
MHIIAKER. JAHES F
Hill IE. EOwm e JR C SHARON
hHI IE
,
JAHES C C ITNN H
taHl lE.MALiREEM
htlllE.RDLANO E C BEVEBL*
teHlUAKEP. JAMES E C GAIL E
MHITTAKER.RI ChARn C DORIS
bICCINS.CEORCE H t C VIOLA
klLKINSUN.IIMOtxv A C KAREN
Nil lEII. LEONARD J
MILLETI. lERRILL A
hlLLEViBRUCE R
hlLLEt .CHARLES H L DOLORES A
MIllEV.F RANC IS L t NANCY
tillllANS HEIRS .GEORGIA A
Witts, KENNEIH J t, CVNIHI* C
UIl SON. DONALD C ELIZABETH F
WILSON. RAtPH H (. GAIt V
WILTON. RICHARD L RAHONA C
WlLION.SIE VEN
WlLUSJ.EOWARO J L JI^AN ANN
WINCATE. EARLE F III C CtAIRE R
WINSTON. NARJGRIE
HISNIEUSKt {. GAURVL
WNLIK.TIIOHAS M L SUSAN H








WdUD. JAMES I. PMVLL IS
WOOU. JAMES C t PHYLLIS I
WOOO.LtnVD P
WOOD.HALCOtH A C HELEN A
WOOD, PAUL S C FRANCES
HOUO.SIAHLEV P C MARION A
WOUD*WlLL|AH H C JACUUELINF A
WOUDS.RIIA R
WUULEV, RICHARD E f. KAREN M
WDHNICK, r-ARGAREI lA
WORSIER. CHARLES H L JEAN L
WOVKANECH HE IRS. JOHN




VOUNG.ALAN H C OOROIHY B
tUUNG.BETHESDA E
YCUNGiPAUL G f. MEtlSSA M
^lAKAS. CHARLES
^CGOPOULOS.STEWE t L DIANE M
^niinPUULDUS. DANIEL R t DFNISE
54
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